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Smoke And Water Damage Heavy In Hester Hall

Fire Forces Evacuation Of Dorm
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Hulick praised the work done by
that destroyed room 420 in Hester Hall
absorbed ft imoke from the blaze.
Between 310 and 320 women residents
was still undetermined eirtY. today.
Murrai'illirtrDepartment received
of Hester Hall at Murray State members of the housing staff in making
the call at about 5:30 p. m.
Cooper said he expected to talk' with
University were evacuated without certain that all residents were
Firemen had a problem getting to the
campus security and others before
injury early Monday evening when a evacuated and for the effectiveness of
making a final determination.
building, according to Cooper, due to
fire broke out in a fourth-floor room of the clean-up.
During the height of the crisis,
That fire marked the second
construction on the campus and the
the eight-story dormitory.
number of cars parked in dorm parking
yesterday on the campus. Fireman
Evaceation took about five minutes numerous calls were received from
lots. "We couldn't go directly into it,"
contained a blaze that broke out in a
after the alarm was sounded at ap- women in other dormitories, faculty,
Cooper said. "The weather didn't help
trash chute in Elizabeth Hall earlier in
proximately 5:30 p. m., according to couples in married housing, and
either because we buried one truck up."
housing director Chuck Hulick. townspeople offering lodging, clothing,
the day. The Flitah•di Hall fire left
Cooper said the fire could have been
little damage other than smoke on the
Firemen were on the scene about two and other necessities to the residents of
Hester Hall.
more serious than it was."It could have
•
sixth and up to the ninth floors.
and a half hours.
According to Murray Fire Chief
wiped that floor ( fourth floor) out,"
Cooper.- said clothing hanging in
Although the fire was contained in
Cooper said.
one room, smoke and water damage to Jackie Cooper, exact cause of the blue (-wins on the fourth floor of Hester Hall
some other rooms, corridors, and
stairwells was considerable. An investigation is being conducted by
university officials to determine the
cause of the blaze and to estimate the
damage.
After clean-up crews had worked
ahnost three hours, residents were
permitted back into the building about
10:30 p. m. Some 40 to 50 fourth-floor
Just as the grass was batwing to
_ residents spent the night with friends an
reappear Kell* first tintrit
other floors or in other women's
-Calloway County and the rest of Kenmaidence_halls on the canwUe.
Tucky was blanketed by new snow
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university
today.
president, expressed relief and thankDriving is deemed hazardous in
fulness that no one was hurt and that
parts of the state and at least 30
many
the fire was contained in one room. school
&strict' statewide are closed
to
responded
"All of the firemen who
today.
the call deserve to have their efforts
Locally, Calloway County School
acknowledged because they did a
and nearby Marshall County'System
commendable job of controlling the fire
School System are both closed today.'
and then of follow-up work," he said.
Murray- Independent School • Systems,.
"- Dr. Frank Alien, vice-president for -..however, opened on schedule with
student development, said the building
buses running, according to a
is not Structurally damaged and that
sPokesman.
some fourth-floor residents will be
National Weather Service issued a
permitted to move biek • into their
winter storm warning for the northern
rooms following more clean-up.
half of the state and a travelers advisory for the southern portion, where
the snow was expected to turn to rain
during the afternoon.
Calloway recorded 4.2 inches of mow
last night and early today, according to
John Ed Scott, Murray, official
reporter for National Weather Service.
Over thirty nine total inches have fallen
here this year, according to Scott's
— Approved the low bid of $3,857
measurements.
A spokesman for Kentucky State
from Murray Datsun on a pickup truck
Police early today said roads in the
for use by the dog warden. Other bidders were Parker Ford,$3,938; Hatcher
Purchase Area are "wet with a few
Auto, $4,171; and Dwain Taylor
slushy spots." KSP recorded no major
Chevrolet, 84,121;
accidents early today but a spokesman
for the state police said a number of
— Approved the bid of $43,724 from
minor accidents have been reported.
Taylor Motors on a new 25 cubic yard
A spokesman for Kentucky Departrefuse truck for the Sanitation
ment of Transportation, Bureau of
Department. Williams Equipment Co.
Highways, said crews with that
of LaCenter, Ky., submitted the lowest
department are grading snow from
bid of $42,864 but Dave Willis, sanitation
state maintained roads. State crews
committee chairman, said the comdidn't apply salt and cinders to main
OVER A YARD OF SNOW — John kd Scott demonstrates the amount of
mittee felt the Taylor bid was the better
roads because the snow was wet and
snow that has fallen in this area this year. Scott's right hand is resting on the
because it carried a longer warranty
slushy.
39 inch mark of his measuring device, indicating a total of 39.2 inches of
and the truck would be delivered in a
"We started out with our snow plows
that has fallen here this year. Just over four inches fell in the latest
snow
shorter period of time. The only other
and graders and hope to get over all the
bid submitted was $46,559 from Parker
last night and early today. Scott is a data collector for the National
storm
state roads before it freezes tonight,"
Ford;
Weather Service in Louisville.
the spokesman said.
— Approved the appointment of
School superintendents today look at
Education by March 6. The revisions regulations
still another school day that will
standing council committees;
The revised calendars should reflect
will be considered at the March 14-15
— Approved the drawing of an oreventually have to be accounted for.
meeting of the State Board of plans for Saturday classes, extending
Calloway County School System
dinance rezoning property owned by
Elementary and Secondary Education. the school year or deleting spring
students have missed 24 total days due
Harley Roberson off of S. 641 from R-2
Rose, who indicated he may attend vacation days, he said.
to snow this year,according to Dr. Jack
(residential) to R-4 (multi-family
—A letter to superintendents urges
the March 1 meeting, said school
Rose, county school superintendent
dwellings);
districts "are in limbo now" because each school district "to evaluate
— Sent back to the Planning ComBut, because teachers attended three
members of the state board haven't carefully its responsibilities to
mission for further study a recom"In-service" training days, the system
indicated how they would like to see the students, parents and taxpayers in
has only 21 thus far to make up.
mendation on rezoning from R-2 to R-4
days made up. "We need to know how requesting calendar amendments."
a piece of property owned by Dan
Kentucky State Board of Education is
A news release issued by Pogue said
the.state board feels," Dr. Rose said.
Miller off of S. 16th Street near Murray
expected to meet in special session
Board chairman Henry Pogue of Fort the "State Board respects the
No. 2 Fire Station. The council
tomorrow to talk about school calendar
Thomas has indicated that individual capability of every local board to
revisions. That meeting comes after
questioned whether or not all adjoining
requests for up to five "calamity" dayp maintain the best possible educational
property owners had been notified of
superintendents in Kentucky last week
will be considered favorably; provided standards during the recent and conthe public hearing on the zoning change
were asked to submit revised school
energy
and
weather
the calendar evidences good faith effort tinuing
as required by state law.
calendars to the Department of
to comply with educational statutes and emergency."

Latest Storm Brings 4 Inches
Of New Snow; 39 Inches To Date
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firefighters from the Murray Are Department-- CONTAINING BLAZE
assisted by members of the Calloway County Are-Rescue Squad, usecilge
city's ladder truck to contain a fire in Hester Hall On the Murray State campus late yesterday. Fire damage was limited primarily to one room of the
extensive.
al—
dornitciry but imolai ind water damageivStaff Photo by Gene leictutcheon
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Council Approves Water System
Audit, Other Items Of flusiness
Several items of general city business
were handled by the Murray Common
Council in a postponed regualr meeting
Monday night.
The council accepted an audit of the
Murray Water de Sewer System
presented by E. L. Howe, Jr., of the
firm of Richardson and Trevathan,
certified public accountants.
Howe explained the audit to the
council and pointed out that even
though new operating income for the
year was down soem $8,000 from the
previous year, total net income was up
$5,472.63.
Howe said that one reason for net
increase is that "the system is doing a
good job of keeping accumulated funds
invested." He said that the system hal
received $38,000 in interest from those
investments during 1977.
Howe pointed out that the system's
accumulated funds may seem high
$847,526.23 but that EPA requirements
in the next couple of years will cost
about $1.1 million.
"If the special fund can accumulate. and the system draws interest on investments...we may be able
to pay our portion(of the EPA required
imporvements) without another bond
issue," Howe said.
Mayor Melvin B. Henley told the
council that an adjustment in water and
sewer rates, particularly for large
users, may be forthcoming in the near
future.
"We have a good idea of what our
water is costing us and we will be
looking particularly at large users such
as water districts." Henley said.
Henley also advised the council that
he was flying to Pittsburgh today to
meet with Chester Engineers concerning a proposal to build a new sewer

plant for the city.
Henley said he felt it would be better
to "spend $8 million or $9 million on a
new plant rather than putting a BandAid on the present plant."
Henley told the council that the state
Department of Highways' plan for
rerouting 94 East near the sewer plant
would move the highway "to close to
the present system for the recommended expansion."
Henley said his recommendation.
would be for the city to attempt to get
EPA approval of a new sewer plant
somewhere in the vicinity of the Bee
,
Creek pumping station.
In other action at Monday's meeting,
the council:
— Approved on final reading an
amendment to the city personnel ordinance involving days off and holidays
for city employees;
— Approved on first reading an
amendment to the zoning ordinance
establishing a new fee structure for
rezoning request. Under the new
structure the applicant for rezoning will
deposit $100 with the city and, after all
charges applicable to the request have
been totaled, the applicant will be
refunded the amount remaining or
billed for the amount in excess of the
$100;
— Approved on first reading an
ordinance establishing a uniform $5
fine for parking violations, with the
exclusion of parking meter violations;

Max Hurt Scholarship Committee Honored At Dinner
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Travelers advisory today. Periods of snow, becoming mixed
with rain and sleet today. Snow
accumulation of around 2 to 3
inches additional by evening.
Snow tapering off to flurries
tonight and ending with little
additional accumulation. Highs
today in the low to mid 30s. Lows
tonight in the upper teens to low
20s.

A )011Y GOOD FELLOW: Murray State'President Constantine W. Curris
(left) shows Max B. Hurt and Mrs. Hurt where the Max B. Hurt Scholarship
will be listed on the perpetual scholarship plaque at the university. Looking
on from the right is the Hurts' daughter, Geraldine, and her husband, Dr
Van Bogard Dunn, of Delware, Ohio. The others shown at a dinner Saturday night honoring the committee which spearheaded the scholarsten
drive are, from the left foe Dick, president of the Bank of Murray; Mancil
Vinson, director of alumni affair's at Murray State, and State Sen. Pat Mt Cukton,Pembroke, president of the MSU Alumni Association.

The committee which spearheaded
the campaign to establish a perpetual
scholarship at Murray State University
in honor of Max B. Hurt, prominent
Kirksey farmer and Calloway County
community leader, was honored
Saturday night at a dinner hosted by the
university's Alumni Association.
Hurt, a member of the Class of 1927, a
former president of alumni arid an
enthusiastic supporter of the university
for 50 years, and his wife, Mavis, were
special guests for the occasion. Also
present were his son-in-law and
daughter, Dr. and Mrs. Van Bogard
Dunn.
Mr. Dunn is dean of the Methodist
Theological School at Delware, Ohio.
Joe Dieisochairman of the committee;
told the group that to date more than
$11,500 had been contrubuted for the
scholarship, which will become the 30th
such program established at the
university in recent years. Two others
also are being established.
"If there is. any one person in the
Murray community for whom a
scholarship such as this should be
named, it is Max Hurt," Dick said.
"Although heayorks mostly behind the
seenes, his footprints are Wherever you
go."

A 1949 graduate of the university
himself.and president of the Bank of
Murray, Dick also noted that the
solicitation of funds for the Hurt
scholarship was one of the fastest and
easiest of the programs to date.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, Murray
States president called the scholarship
a part of -the most important thing we
have at the university, our scholarship
program."
"The entire program is designed to
attract to the campus and retain high
quality young people who will remain in
West -Kentucky and become tornwith the same
morrow's leade
dedication to -community service as
Max Hurt," he said.
State Senator Pat McCuiston of
Pembroke and president of th eAlumni
Association told the group that 164,350
in "new money" had been contributed
within the past year to start seven new
itbrpetual scholarships, including the
Hurt scholarship, at the university.
Annual scholarships will be provided
by the interest generated from the
investment of these funds, he said, as is
done with all the other previously
established.
McC'uistain told the group,-.that this
year 5.1, high school Seniors will be

freshman-year
awarded
$500
scholarships under provisions of the..
association's Century Club program
and the 39 awards will be made through
the perpetual scholarship program, all
of which will total $48,850.
"Murray State's alumni can take
great pride in their scbolarship
program, which is one of t.h finest in the
state," he said, noting that within
recent years more than $250,000 has
been contributed to provide the
scholarships. "Max Hurt rates as high
on the university's scorecard as any
one we have ever known."
Attending the dinner in addition to the
Hurt family, Curris, Dick and
McCuistonaind their wives were: Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Trevathan, Mrs. Garyson
McClure, Mr.and Mrs. Grover Burkett,
Mr.and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Smith, Mr. and Mrs. H. T.
Waldrop, Dr. and Mrs. Harry M. .
Sparks, Dr. Ray Mofield, Mr.ind Mrs.
M. C. Garrott and Dr. and Mrs. Marshall Gordon, all of Murray e<
Callwa y County.
Also, Mr.and Mrs: Steve Story of
'a;field, Ernest Whitehead of klekton,
Mr and Mrs. John" *Miami of .
Pachrlrk
Mciiston Of Elkton.
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Celebration Held

Wednesday, March
Nature's Palette Garden
Murray Women of the.
Club will meet at the Ellis Moose are scheduled to meet
Community Center at 1730 at eightz.m. at the lodge hall:,
p.m with the. lesson to be on
-Making Dough Flowers"
with Lola Fisk as hostess.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma -Phi will meet at
Mission Groups of Flint' the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Baptist Church are scheduled
to meet at seven p.m. at the
Friday, March 3
church.
Golden Age Club will have a

Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet ALL—the
Health Center at seven p. m.

Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women,and Acteens of
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
are scheduled to meet at the
church at 7;30 p.m.

Group Will

'C

Thursday, March 2
American Diabetes
Association will meet at the
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p. m. All interested
persons are lnyited to attend.

Hear Dietitians
The
Calloway-Marshall
County Chapter of the
American
Diabetes
Association will meet Thursday, March 2, at seven p.m.
at the First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main
Streets, Murray.

potluck luncheon at noon at
the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
Bingo will follow the me-al:
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Horton, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Marose,
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gertzen
will be in charge of the
arrangments.
County
Murray-Calloway
Community Theatre will have
its second night of the first
anniversary dinner-theatre at
the Holiday Inn at seven p.m.
For information call 759-1752.

14,
•

— Mrs. Flood, Mrs. Hough,
and Mrs. Jenkins will have
many Ideas on now to use the
exchange lists more efMr. and Mrs. Monroe Hester
fectively. New ideas will be'
presented as well as helpful
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Hester of Benton Route Three, Kirksey
communtiy, celebrated thew silver wedding anniversary on
reminders of the basic rules of
-Sunday,Feb. 26, with a quiet faintly dinner at their home.
good diet management.
The couple was married on Feb. 28, 1953, by Judge Lyle
Persons interested in better
Taylor at Corinth, Miss.
understanding the diabetic
Mr. Hester is the son of Sam Hester and Clara Bell Hester of
diet are invited to bring
Benton Route Three. Mrs. Hester is the former Beatrice
questions and join the
Hawkins, daughter of the late Elbert Hawkins and Evie Dunn
discussion, an organization
of Mayfield. They have one daughter, Margaret Hester, Benspokesman said.
ton Route Three.

own the

Former Murrayan

Appointed

J'parden Path': To College Board At Fulton
Lee

YOU WILL NEVER BE THE SANE AFTER
YOU SEE THIS UNFORGETTABLE
MOTION PICTURE

Ilf101111,011

got

seal"

By Marjorie M. Major
Mrs. Roberta
Holton
Maughs, daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Diltz Holton, of
Murray, has been appointed a
member of the Board of
-- ffrukees ifif • William Woods.
College, Fulton, Mo., acyfrding to a joint announcement by Dr. William S.
Lowe, chairman of the board,
and Dr. R. B. Cutlip, president
of the college. She joins three
other women on a board of 20
men.
MrS. Maughs grew up in
Murray and graduated from
Murray 'High School. She
continued her education at
William Woods College where
she was a student assistant in
music her senior year. From
there she graduated fr •
Cincinnati Conservato
of
Music and contin
her
studies at the
merican
Conservatory of Music,
Fontainebl
, France.
The . ational Alumnae
Boar' of William Woods
C. ege has honored her and
Cutlip awarded her the
Green Owl award given for
services to the college and the
Alumnae Association. She was
reunion chairman for the 50th
reunion of her class on
Alumnae Weekend.
Mrs. Maughs lived in Cincinnati for many years and
still retains her family, civic
and social ties. Living there
are two sisters, Mrs. Hattie
Laura McConnell. and Mrs.
Anna Diltz Koncel, also her

Traditional
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form, we charge a very low.
price The simpler the return,
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"If you use the
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At League Meeting Monday
Members of the MurrayCalloway County League of
Women Voters heard Mary
Jane Littleton, delegate at
large to the National Women's
Conference at Houston, and Jo
Curris, an attorney, discuss
women's issues at its regular
meeting Monday evening at
United Campus Ministry.
As the first speaker, Mrs.
Littleton discussed the 25
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"Exchange Lists and the
Diabetic Diet" will be the
subject of the program to be
presented by Anne Flood,
registered
dietitian
at
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital, Jan Hough, consultant dietitian, and Joan
Jenkins, dietetic trainee.

•
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County
Murray-Calloway
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority di' Community Theatre will have
Woodmen of the World will its first anniversary dinner•-•IP
meet at home of Martha theatre show at the Holiday
•
seven
Inn
for
_rit
p
inm
•
•
__.
-Aturrec- 1313 Poplar
.--et-seven
'-Shopping for Senior Citizeica
759-1752.
formation
call
p. m.
will be at 9:30 a.m. to noon and
Fort Heiman Chapter for from one to 3:30 p.m. For
transportation call 753-0929 by
F'ree concert by the Murray Izaak Walton League will
nine a.m. for morning shopState University Symphonic meet at the community room
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
Branch
the
of
North
of
the
Band and the Wind 4infonietta
.under the directior4 of Prof. Peoples Bank, North 12th and afternoon shopping:
;Paul Shahan will be presented Chestnut, Murray at eight
interesteci persons
rR1cpm -litjIveQ
• auclitorum. The public
in- are iriVited.
vited.
Garden, Department of the
Murray Women's Club will
Wildlife Film, "Pacific
meet at the club house at ten
:Shores," an Audubon film,
a.m. for the workshop to plan
;will be presented by the
for the card -party on March
:Department of Biological
15.
'Sciences, Murray State, at
:seven p.m. in the Student
Ellis Center will be open
Center auditorium. No adfrom ten a.m. to three p.m. for
mission and public is invited. activities _ by the _Senior, •:\:•:•:•:.:::•:1:•5:
:
:
::;:;;;:•:_By_hiRS. N.?. ww.L.Loirs.:414;_:•:•?:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:44:::.
762-V86.
f-br inforTnstion
Citizens. For information call
a
-`1
..762-2786.
753-0929.
let's try to beautify our little
One good reason that I
know spring is not far off, is
corner of it.
.
that everywhere I go, I hear
A sunny window and a tray
people talking about what
of soil, sand and peat moss
they are going to plant. They
will make a fine seed bed. It
tell of the sort of tomato seed
doesn't take a lot of equipor pepper seed they have
ment or a greenhouse,
ready to put in flats, so that
although they are helpful. All
when it is warm enough, they
it takes, is a desire and a little
will have nice big plants
engenuity. Put tlibse two
They went into the unknown and returned with
ready to set out, Maybe the
characteristics together and
startling revelations about life after4 rt4.
beautiful catalogues has
we can accomplish wonders
given everybody "planting
in almost any project we
fever". So we might as well
undertake
be garden-minded and work
They tell us to throw away
off some of the doldrums
any bulbs after they have
brought on by the continued
bloomed in water in the
snow and ice.
house. But somehow I never
Have you ever pictured
could do it. I have my Paper
what this town would look like
White Narcissus that grew
if each person planted just
and bloomed beautifully in
one more package of seed this
water and pebbles and am
I!
year, with those Who had
just waiting for the tops to
never had flowers, planting
turn brown and dry out. Until
just one package. They could
then I am keeping them well
be simple ones like Zinnias or
watered. I will find a n
Marigolds
that
somewhere outdoors in
grow
ut
Produced by Charles E Sellier. Jr.
anywhere under almost any
a month where I can t them
Directed by James L Conway • .".. Stephen Lord
conditions. Just a bit of color
out They will not oom next
Narrated by Brad Crandall •
• Technicolor
around a house will add so
year,. but will am n strength
'much to the looks of the place
by growi, , so that by
and make the person who
another ring I will have a
lives there feel so good to
large luster ready to have
know he has beautified a bare
daaly flowers again. They
spot.
/Ill divide and increase year
Everything grows better i
by year, so that it will be
good soil, but Zinnias
d
worthwhile, for the little care
Marigolds WILL bl sorn's that is given them. Plant
even in poor soil. Ju a little
them under trees or the edge
digging is all th
s ngeded. of shrubs. Finding a spray of
Tonite!!
_
So many pl ts will 'grow
blooms in unexpected places
Bargain Hite
well all thr gh this area. So
is a thrill you'll enjoy
12s

x •
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Tuesday, February 28
Reservations for the itinnertheatre first anniversary
celebration of the Murray'Calloway County Community
Theatre at the Holiday Inn on
Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday should be made by
today by calling the theatre
box office, 759-1752. Tickets
for the dinner and special
show are $9.50 each.

High School and Middle
School Acteens of First
Baptist Church will meet at,'
the church parking lot at five
p. m. to begin their home
mission study and progressive
dinner.

Local Diabetes

issues which makes up the
National plan of Action as a
result of the conference. These
include: arts and humanities,
battered wen, business,
child abuse, credit, disabled
women, education, elective
and appointive office, employment, equal
rights
amendment,
health,
homemakers,
insurance,
international affairs, media,
minority women, offenders,
older women, rape and
reproductive freedom, rural
women, sexual preference,
statistics, and welfare.
This conference was a result
of Public Law 94-167 which
was passed by Congress. It
established the conference
which was held November 1821 last year.
Mrs. Curris interpreted
many
laws
regarding
women's rights on property,
credit and divorce. She emphasized the importance of
continual updating wills and
contracts because of changing
laws% and
courts
interpretations.
"The information Mrs
Curris gave us will be most
helpful in estate planning and
in other decisions women
must make," said Mrs. Ruth
Howard, president of the
League who presided at the
meeting.

nephew Holton McConnell.
Another sister Mrs. Juliet
Cooper lives in Louisville.
For many years Mrs.
Maughs served on the
scholarship committee for
Cincinnati Conservatory. She
is a past vice-president of
Matinee Musical Club, a
member of the McDowell
Society and of the Cincinnati
Woman's Club where she
served as chairman of
e
lecture and entertai. ent
committee.
In Fulton,she
ongs to the
Fulton Art
:gue„ the Jefferson Cit :ymphony Society,
the Pr tyterian Church and
the 'allaway cq. (Missouri)
storical Society. She is
pianist with several musicians
who hold frequent musicales
for their own enjoyment and
the listening pleasure of their
friends. She is vice-president
of Lynn H. Maughs, Inc.
Although she has been a
pianist and musician from her
earliest lessons taught by her
mother,she now considers her
primary activities centering
around her late husband's
interest in raising Black
Angus cattle and Arabian
horses.

COOKING
IS FUN

-

CROWNED QUEEN — Michelle McGehee was elected queen during the observance of Black History
Week at Murray High School. She was crowned by last
year's queen Denise Bumphis, daughter of Ora Nell
Bumphis. Miss McGehee, daughter of James McGehee
and Pearlie 1Gnel, was escoreted by fames Cavitt and
was presented an arm bouquet of roses. The HUSH
Drama Club presented an assembly program with
Roger Reed, 1973 graduate of Murray High and senior
at Murray State University, as director with Diane Kendrick as assistant director and Beverly Shopshirt as
pianist. Students from Murray High, Murray Middle,
Carter, and Robertson S
ols took part in the
program.

ATTENDANTS TO QUEEN — Elected as attendants
to the Black History Week Queen Michelle McGehee
at Murray High School were, left to right, Althia
Parham, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John A. Parham and
escorted by Claude Johnson; Karlesta Catlett, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. George E Catlett and escorted by
Thomas Kendall; and Gloria Cavitt, daughter of Mrs.
Marie Cavitt and escorted by Grettis Bumphis.

DINNER FOR TWO
Chicken Patties Creamed Peas
Tomato Salad
Bread Tray
Fruit
Beverage
CHICKEN PATTIES
Easy to make — and delicious.
1 cup loosely packed,
finely chopped cooked
chicken
/
1
2 cup soft bread crumbs
1-3rd cup commercial
mayonnaise
!rt tablespoon finely grated
onion, pulp and juice
/
1
4 teaspoon salt
4i teaspoon pepper
Fine dry bread crumbs
Mix together all the ingredients except the dry
crumbs. Shape into 4 patties
about 1 inch thick. Roll in the
dry crumbs. In a little hot butter in a skillet, brown the patties on both sides. Serve at
once. Makes 2 servings — 2
patties per portion.
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OLD-FASHIONED
wedding dress, made from
yards of silky fabric and
trimmed with lace, is
again a favorite with
spring -brides. This A-line
skirt with chapel train is
topped by set-in cummerbund. Silk Venise lace
with keyhole effeet,trims
bodice and slvves. (By
Alfred Angelo ill Captive
•
nylon.)

NEW!!

Nome & Commercial

Quantities
At
Low, Low Prices

Model
6003

PAUL WINSLOW'S
a
r

N. 12th St., Olympic Plaza
759-1636
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Let
'
s Stay
Well

To Be Married

By F.JL Blasingame. M.D.

Watching your figure? Tt4ri
• figure on breakfast every day.
Studies in weight loss clinics
show that dieters have a more
Freaces Drake
steady weight loss when they
FOR WEDNESDAY, MARCH I, IfffS
eat a nutritionally adequate
What kind of day will - the real advancement
=g
/Willithr st Irfast
m,intase iiilentedeethoyikirme,y
breakfast,the- would-be dieter
ine
'
..-by e
t
given
Ahews
tar:sa
for your
baileid
,.if
ttirth: hat" orecat'
"at"'
is hungry later in the morn-

Children's Eating
Habits Are Importfint
0: Mrs.
R. writes that
sheand her husband have
just returned from a visit
to their son and daughterin-law's home. They have
two children. •
Accoeding twithe grandmotheT, 'Their eating habits are wasteful. They often
leaVe food on their plates."
• .She. adds, 'The children
are leattand are frequently,
ill with colds. I believe that
they would be in better
health if they cleaned their
plates and were stouter.
Their mother and father,
don't think so. Am I
correct?"
A: I am inclined to agree
with your son andi-daughter-in-law.
Chubby children have no
,e increase of resistance'
against infection above the
resistance of children who
are of _nertnal weight or,
slightly below average.
Also, fat children run the
risk of not outgrowing their
childhood fat and maturin
into obese adults. This
tong-range tendency
brings on many potential
problems which may im,pair the- health of, grown
,persoas.
Eating habits of a family
are passed along to children and are very difficult
to break in later life. A
child who is taught to clean
his platy and take second
-

1

helpings tends to eat more fruit (such as an apple! or,
than he needs. Rapid eat- skim milk (one percent or
ing encourages more in- fat-free). Diet colas have
take than does skew eating. the advantage of fewer
Also, the character of the calories and are safe if not
food is important. High used regularly.
starchy 4- carbohydrate • If a child has an occafoods and fats contain cblo- sional checkup and is
ries in large numbers and found to be in good health,
encourage obesity, as com- he will take on arradequate
pared to fruits ad vegeta- djet.,if it is available. He
e attime,s, but
Between meal and night- over a period of two or
time snacking of any kind three weeks, the intake
of foods, especially soft will average out at a satisdrinks, candy, and other factory ley
hie
1 without any
so-called "junk" foods, encourage
nt from parshould be-discouraged or ents. He s uld learn to eat
avoided. These add mere at meal times, and meals
calories, that encourage should be on a fairly reguobesity._ b"
lar schedule.
..
Hunger between meals is
Leanness is not a handioften the result of bad cap but a desirable objeceating habits. if it has to be tive to long-range good
satisfied on occasion, use health.

•

Miller-Haverstock
Vows To Be Read
The marriage of Marcia
Gaye Miller, daughter _cif Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Tipton Miller,
and Van Dusen Haverstock,
son of Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Haverstock, of Mansfield,
Ohio, will be solemnized
Saturday, March 4, atS30 p.
m. in the sanctuary of the
First Baptist Church in
Murray. The ceremony will be
performed by the Rev. Dr.
Sam E.Dodson,of Paducah.
Mrs. Vernon- Shown- will
present musical selections.
She vvilr be accompanied by
Mrs. John Bowker at the
organ.
The maid of honor will be
Miss Julie Whitford, Murray.
The bridesmaids will be Mrs
Albert Beth, Nashville, Tn.,
ljs -Karen Kennedy, Mrs.
Rick. Miller, , Miss Karen
Lisa
'Miss
Miller;
Mc,Reynolds, and
Miss
Beverly Parker, all of
Murray.
The best man will be Harold
Doran, Murray. Groomsmen
will include Jim Berrill,
Lexington, David Jolly,
Hershey, Pa.; Ron Haversteck, Indianapolis, Ind.;
Gary Haverstock, Rick Miller,
Dayton Lasater, all of
Murray.
Ushers will be Ken Kadel,
St. Louis, Mo.; Doug Benningtcn, New York City; Flip
Vogel, Hartford, Conn.
Nancy Sills, Dover, Tn., and

PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE
What is *Project
'Indepencience?
P74:4ect Independence is a demonstration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase.
It
is
designed to help older
persons remain in
their own homes as an
alternative to entering
institutionalfacilities.
Whole eligible?
Persons who:
1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
(such as household
chores, meals, health
needs, transportation
and others), AND
3. Can not get the
services from any
other source.
If
you
have
questions
about
Project Independence
call Bonnie Ashby at
753-5362.
4
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(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)"
fiCA
(Jan. 21 to Feb.
atili-ddHvritYube
p till
onsstuViinbgYou may face some unexdmi(
)
i yfe total calories during the
pected situations, some untaking
Calee
:ati
ehate
incm
proper
"multa
turn
"Tel
than when starting with
foreseen changes. Accept all in
th°
progress
vgbdalVii aing
sood morning meal. Accordyour Inherently gracious ' You can make good-to leading nutritionists,
manner. They could turn out
eigilant.
surprisingly well.
an adequate breakfast
TAURUS
to Mar. 20) )(Cr should supply one-fourth to (Apr. 21 to May 21) diked'
Stellar influences indicate one-third of the day's- nuTake a dignified approach to
that this is a one- to step up tritionat needs. A serving of
all problems now - no
efforts. mingle with those who meat lox_ ureakiagt,
supplies
ttysterta4
Pet-awe— enciiirage your dvshw-hri—Eortnic he high quality lire,:
relationships, there may be
achieve. Good news in the of- tein,
B vitamins and other
some differences to recognize,
ring•
cope with.
nutrients needed by dieters
GEMINI
YOU BORN TODAY have while holding down the total
(May M to June 21)
_been endowed with seen in.,calorie; count. A , dieter's!
A time for "conjuring up • telligence; are
innately breakfast also should include
something new, bolstering your
generous and humanitarian in a serving of fruit or juice.
enthusiasm, anything to adYSlir instincts, and impulses. towse-a small pat of'butter
'
vance your status. If you'strive
The Pisces'' is also intensely margarine and skimmed milk...
conscientiously, you can gain
allow!
emotional
when
tea or black coffee.
the ultimate in rewards. shis "heart and
to rule-his he
head," as
CANCER
often
happens,
finds
he
,
So
,(June 22..to July 23) GO
himself in difficulty. Realism
Some expansion indicated;
and objectivity are qualities
retrenching - needed in other
which those of your Sign MUST
areas. Be equal to your
learn to acquire if they would
obligations. You have an innate
attain tile happy and successful
sense of propriety. Make it work
life which CAN be theirs. Your
potently.
intuition and perceptiveness are
LEO
outstanding, as is your con(July 24 to Aug.-23)
scientiousnes in handling
Use good judgment in what
responsibility. Extremely
you say and do now. Efforts will
versatile, there are many fields
be judged first on content and
suited to your talents but you
intent, only then on quantity.
would probably be happiest in
General
prudence
and
the- Melds of medicine, art,
discretion urged. '
Sociology, music, journalism or
• VIRGO,
literature. •
TAug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Especially favored now:
students, teachers, artist,
technicians. Make the most of
your skills and adaptability.
Even if i gains ,seero slow in
coming, take all in stride.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A productive day for those
engaged in creative activities.
Some of your ideas may need
/*vision before they become
Call now
feasible, however.
for your
SCORPIO
free irial visit
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nieftc•
Certain persons or things
could cause aggravation and
unwarranted delays. Shun
Passes aver, .proceaure. ODserve and, when sure, act with
maximal discretion.
SAGITTARIUS
iNov. 23, to Doc...2„1}.4fulet?.
- Usually yoq recognize opportunities and like to do something about them. This is a
good day to grasp the best.
Expect, too, fine cooperation
from associates.
Dixieland Center
CAPRICORN753-6881
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Accentuate the positive in
your plinking if you would make

rreb.ES20

Miss Lagena Jo James
• 44nd Terry Lynn licKinneY f
Mr-. and Mrs. Hafford James of Murray announce

the approaching marriage of their daughter, Lagena Jo, to Terry
Lynn McKinney, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. McKinney of
Murray.
The wedding Will be solemnized on Friday, March 10, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ with Bro. John Dale performing the double ring ceremony.
Only the immediate family and friends wi,11 attend the wedding.

Speeta! Mission Prthm Planne-d By Ruth Warren Group it Meeting

The Ruth Warren Group of Prayer Calendar.
the Sinking Siring Baptist
- Carolyn Carroll repelled on
Church met in the home of the group mission project of
Carolyn Carroll on _Feb. 14 items donated to the Murray
with Della Boggess leading Calloway
County
Comthe opening prayer.
prehensive Care Center. Plans
Patsy Neale presented the were also started for the_
program entitled World of annual Easter Eig Hunt-heldMotherhood" which included at the church.
scripture passages. from
Following the business
Proverbs 31.
session, a baby shower was
Carol Turner and Judy heldfor Nancy Bogard. After
Smotherman led the eleven the honoree opened her,many
members present in the lovely gifts refreshmeets were
served by the hostesses,
Carolyn Carroll and Ave
_
Watkins.
Members,attending Int eluded Nancy Bogard, Ave
Watkins, rarolyn .Carroll,
Jane Willoughby, Martha
Covey, Mary Armstrong-,
Patsy Neale, Linda Roach,
Judy Smotherman, Carol
By Abigait Van Buren
Turner, and Della Boggess.

'Deck-Abb
His Marriage Not
A Life Sentence

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been married for
three months and we just had our first big fight.
It all started when I mentioned to him that I had read
that .the longest marriage on record was 86 years' My
husband then replied that 25 years is our limit-and no
more.
Abby,I got married for life and I hoped that he did, too,
so this really got me upset.
Then he said, "You should be pleased with a guarantee
of 25 years."
What do you say, Abby?

12

If you'd like to lose weight
before the summer — Why
not join the crowd?

UNITED
FIGURE
SALON

144

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Todd's Captain Jimmy's
Fresh Gulf Seafood

Sale

1061

'BIG

fr"Tr vEzmiscrezi

Donna McCord,-Murray, will
,preside at the gust register.
Director of the wedding will be
Mrs. Allen Russell.
Buffet reception will be held
at the Murray Woman's Club
following the ceremony.
Assisting in the servirtgwill be
Miss Jamie Frank, Central
City, Mrs. Rod Pryor, Lone
Oak, Miss Trina Habecker,
Washington, Ill., Mrs. Gary
Haverstock, Mrs. Bill Swift,
VtilSotz Miss
-BeckyMis
Beverly Robinson, and Miss
Lisa Russell, all of Murray.
Reception hostesses will be
Mrs. Tommye D. Taylor,
Mrs. Marshall Garland, and
Mrs. John Quertermous.

BIG It+

Dieters Need Breakfast

Your Individual
Horoscope

DEAR B.: Nobody has a "guarantee" that he'll wake up
tomorrow morning.
, so your husband's "guarantee" of a
25-year-long marriage doesn't mean. much.
.
Live your life one day at a time,and if your husband tells
you after 25 years that your "guarantee" has run out, write
again, and if I'm still around land I hope Lain), I'll help you
deal with it.
DEAR ABBY: I have a boyfriend who has three favorite
sayings;"I'm starved," "I'm tired" and "I'm broke." I can't
see why he should always be starved. He lives at home.
And he shouldn't be tired since he sleeps every chance he
gets. And he shouldn't be broke either since he has a job.
He comes over every Friday night, and when I ask him
to take me to a movie, he says he's broke. When I suggest
going somewhere else, he says he's too tired. I don't
understand why I want to marry him, but I do. What's
wrong with him?

Seafood.

At The Bel-Air Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
Thursday, March 2nd, 11 A.m.-6 p.m.

AT IT'S FINEST

SUZTF. Q
DEAR SUZLE Q.: He needs someone who will feed him,
give him an allowance, and tuck him in every night A
mother.) He's for ADOPTING-not MARRYING.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 45-year-old widow in love with a
47-year-old widower I'll call Bill.
Bill's wife died four years ago and left him With a
daughter who is now 12. (I'll call her Betsy.) The problem
is the way Betsy feels about Me. She's insanely jealous. Bill
once kissed the back of my neck while helping me on with
my coat and Betsy became hystericall She yelled and
screamed and cursed me, saying, "You will NEVER take
my mother's place!" It took Bill an hour to calm her down
Whenever we three drive anywhere, Betsy has to sit
between us. When we three are together, Betsy sulks and
looks at me with hate in her eyes. Until recently, Betsy
slept with her father, but I told him I thought it was very
unhealthy so he stopped it,
•
Bill is begging me to marry him. He says Betsy will
outgrow her jealousy after we're married, and she will
learn to love me, but I'm afraid to take a chance. I really
love Bill and dont want to -give him up. Please help me
„NEEDS HELP
DEAR NEEDS: Tell Bill that unless (and until) he gos
Betsy to a psychotherapist for some counseling, and her
sick attitude changes, marriage between you would be a
disaster. (He could also use some therapy.) Under no
circumstances should you marry INI1 with the situation
that now exims. If he doesn't agree to getting help for
Betsy, say goodbye. And don't look back.
Problems? Tell that to Abby. ror • personal'
unpublished reply, vvrke Abbytlos
'
Calif.90069. Enekse a stamped,self-addressed e

*Lobster *Stuffed Shrimp
*Breaded Shrimp *Peeled Shrimp
*Raw Oysters *Breaded Oysters
*Crab *Scallops *Fish Fillets
*Many Other Seafood Delicacies

Captain Jimmy's

Special

Seaflod Platter
$199

ONE DAY ONLY
Special

Lobster Tail
Royal
$239

DON4 MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TO BUY
FRESH GULF SEAFOOD AT THE LOWEST PRICE

Bel-Air Center, Murray, Ky.

EACH

-
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. •
Opinions expressed in this column are those of the writer and do no(
necessarily reflect the editorial views of The Murray Ledger & Times
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the ..sue.3 discussed in this
ootunin are encouraged to respond with a Letter To The Editor.
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Open Forum

- The Panama Canal

conservative cost of $2 billion which
unowricavcxxs,_
• The United States of America has had• will_ be tibia b'taxpayers and turned
rights on the Isthmus of Panama for - over to Panama free of charge. Under
provisions of Document-6B Uncle Sam
one hundred and fifty years. These
rights are specifically spelled out wider' guarantees loans of 4295 million for
building up Panama's Armed From
the 1846 General Treaty. This Treaty
and to install other improvements.
euperceeeelan 1825 agreement between
How can .Panama repay such huge
the U. S. and the Republic of Colombia
debts? $3.2 billion is now owed inrNew Grenada at the time.) Privileges
cluding $2.1 billion to U. S. hanks. The
granted U. S. citizens included. free
interest alone would amount to fifty
--passage-el-geeds-and-passeftgers overthee-00%,---'-percent. of_.2anahla'a income and in_
'
twenty years cost of operating, and
exist or may be used ip the future.
maintaining the canal will be borne by,
.Shortly after the beginning of
no doubt, increasirig tolls on ships
California's gold rush a group of New
transiting the waterway.by fifty perYork-Citizens formed a stock company
Cent or more.This will especiallyaffect
known as the Panama Railroad
American agriculture ,es a large
Company which built a railroad across
amount
of products exported to Asian
the Isthmus. Free toll and other
countries pass through the canig- benefits cpntained in Article 35 of the
Shouldn't this s2.1 billion- owed U. S.
.1 846 Treat continued in effect until the
banks be Scrutinized by Senator
1903 Treaty with IZaziania.
Proxmire'
Banking.Committee since
Company,
a
French
Canal
The
Press reports indicate that there may
private venture,started as early'as 1888
be connection by one of the Treaty
- to construct a waterway across the
negotiators and -a large -U. S. bankr
-frowever, financial difFel thug interesting Teed* ill-conliculties arose and the I:Trilled- States
tamed in Mr. Murray Rothbard's
Purchased assets of the French cornrecent article," The Treaty That Wall
pany for $40 million. Colombia was not
Street Wrote," published in Inquiry
satisfied with an U. S. offer of $10
Million in the deal and hence the cl Magazine.
'
TS IT TRUE?
Republic of Panama was born.
It is reportedin'a brochure received
.,, independence _ was
through the U.S. Mail here in Calloway
guaranteed by
byed the U. S. under terms of
(,,,-1,
6 „idee revoked br—Courity-litat-the-United States will
----improve.relatiens-and gain-respect-ofTee-alr011936.1*.
small nations throughput the World by
Much has been saidand written about
turning the Canal overto Panama. This
the
negotiated
who
the "Frenchman"
Fred Schultz, the former Murray
1903 Treaty- with Uncle Sam. Actually, assumption would .certainly be true if .
Panama could control it's own destiny.
superintendent of city schools, was in
it. didn't make any difference whether
town the other day to speak to the Lions
of not.Mr. PhfilipeBunau.Varillia was_a_ ____ Most experts-a0e-e-theewithout-the aid
of a strong ally,Panama'litTilt
citizen of Panama_ He was.designated
Club,Fred IS now in Frankfort in a key
Another misconception being fed the
administrative spot with the Kentucky
Eneoy Extraordinary and Minister
pilblie is. that jincle Sam" will have
Pleni-potentiary of the Repuhlie of
Department al Education.. _
banana, thereimto specially em- centrol Over -th'Canal until the year
In making a point in his remarks
2000. Control over the Canal forjaoweeed by said government to
before the Lions, he used this story as
pegotiate- the Treaty. He was a highly operation, Maintenance and impassed along to me by Rex Thompson.
provement, yes, but pruponeuots fdil
qualified person who was familiar with
ft -seer% that-the- two evangelists,
point out that upon ratification of these
conditions on the Isthmus having had
Billy Graham and Oral Roberts, each
connections with the French company. Treaties the Canal Zone Territory and
died the same day. As one might exit's government will cease to exist and
It-should be pointed out that fourteen
-pact, they went to Heaven.
• days prior to the signing otsaid Treaty, Public services are to be assumed by
Met at the Pearly pates by St. Peter,
those persons living in Panama were •Panama. The Flag will be hauled dtevn
they learned that the place was full up.
or, regulated to a secondary position of
under the Colornbian flag. Further, the
There wasn't room for them right at the
honor. Twenty years is a long time for
action
took
Panama
Republic
of
•
moment;they were politely told. There
necessary to ratify Mr. Varillia's 'Work. such an arrangement and may create
would be a delay before arrangements
bo' eonsteratiop among Canal, employes
thereas
-h beenmuch said aut
---could be made for them. They were
,-tr.-s..stivereignty and title to the-Canal -and military personnel Willthe United,': then directed to."the other place"down
States protect the 40,000 Panamanian
Zone,a strip of land ten miles wide and
below to wait.
fifty-two in length: Under the terms of employees now working in the Zone or
A short time later, the heavenly
will we have anbther Viet Nam and try
the 19,03.3reaty, the United Stales of
phone rang, and St. Peter answered. It
to bring them back to this country- to
,emerica, was granted full sovereignty
was old Satan calling. "Say!"he said.
escape the- rigors of an unstable
fin perpetuity" to the exclusion of the
"you're going to have to do something
Panamanian government.
!`itcercise by the Republic of Panama of
about these fellows Graham and
If the U. S. Senate is bent on
..arty such sovereignty, rights, power or
Roberts that you sent down here!"
ratification, these Treaties should have • "Oh!"exclaimed a startled St. Peter.
ituthority. This right was further
erified by a treaty made between the several amendments to protect our
"Why, what's the problem?"
interests including relief for taxpayers
. S. and Colombia in 1914. This Treaty
"They're really upsetting the routine
-gays that, title to the Canal and- and with a strongly worded provision
of things down here!" Satan went on.
that permits unilateral intervention-if
fariama Railroad was vested "entirely
"Why,I've never seen things in such a
other nation attempts to tamper
some
States.
in
the
United
3ind absolutely"
mess as they've been in since they got
The
with U. S.-Panama relation&-)
proponents of the new Canal Treaties
here!"
making
pilots
now
,iever mention the 1914 Treaty. Russian
rolombia was paid $25 million and was familiarization flights over Cuba, as
'guaranteed certain use of the Canal and • any military pilot knows, is
preparatory to larger and more exltailroad
;How was this 520 square miles of tensive operations.
It is the hope of this writer that
. ;anal Zone Territory obtained? As soon
ps the boundaries were verified by " Russian Miga. will net ever he access
Aervey;'property - of Panamanian-- to France .and Albrepli Fields in the
3litizens were appraised and payment Canal Zone, Rio Hato airbase and other
ley_the U_. C. was made. Section 1 under lending strips built by you and me in the
Republic of Panama.The United-States
an agreement made with Panama
has
had rights on the Isthmus of
Hated June 15, 1904 says: "The limits of
Panama for a century and a half, a
The Canal Zone, including lands under
'grater and islands ceded, delivery of concrete right to protect the Canal now
:Which lands, water and islands, .has, - why treaty .away this asset With
doubtful langitage and against the Will
,iken made by Panama, and possession
• pf which has been taken by the United of U. S. citizens. You andI owe Panama
nothing, we may owe Colombia
states" sheds further light on title
*laims. Terms of the 1903 Treaty something.
provided for payment of $10 million
FRANKFORT-State Rep. Lloyd
)!ine years after signing and a yearly
Clapp, D-Wingo, is kicking around an
Letter To The Editor
*ipend of $250 thousand in gold coins
idea that sounds like a reasonable
Ixince raised to over $2 million in
winner to repair the road damage this
ggyeed tender). The 1903 Treaty has
worst winter in many years has caused.
iftood the test of dine being amended by
His only problem is selling the idea to
- Agreement in 1936and 1955. These new
Iste governor and the legislature.
Agreements revoked -guarantee of
The veteran lawmaker is speaker
',Panama's independence and clarified
pro-tern in the House, and is now ser!tiler rights. Mr. Varillia's part in Dear Editor:
ving his sixth successive term.
To our dismay, we discovered a gross
.
.
Jk
.
gotiating the 1903 Treaty must be
Clapp is toying with the idea of inconsidered a maeterpieee of diplornatic -error in our recently published Kaow
troducing Nil to add another penny to
Your Community. We found that the
- -kommuniCition.
our present 9-cent per gallon gasoline
radio stations of the area had somehow
THE NEW TREATIES
tax to be divided among the counties,
While this listening post agrees that been omitted from the final copy of our
,cities and - states to repair winter
kelp should be exte_gded to Panama's booklet.
- damage to roadsand streets. He hasn't
We have been extremely grateful to
eitizens, however, unless these Treaties
come up with details on how the money
Ree amended in much detail they will WNBS for their assistance to our infant
will be distrubuted.
tall short of any aid. What will happem organization with publicity and public
One of the attractive features of
ho the 520 square miles of Canal /one relations. We would never knowlingly
Clapp's proposal is that this extra
tory if the Treaties are ratified? have repaid such kindness with a
penny tax would expire December 31,
mulcrn't the land taken from private diservice of this sort.
1979. He has no idea of making it perHowever, we have corrected our
kilizens be returned' to their descenmanent. This expiration feature would
elents? Will this property be taken editorial error by an addition on the last
be written into the bill. He said he would
Page of Know Your Community. These
fiver by top Panama officials for their
like to attach the emergency clause to
Aersonai use and aggrandizement? copies will be available as soon as the
his bill and have the tax become efThese are some of the questions our printer_ releases them and we have a
fective Apirl 1 this year so collection
Senators should take into consideration chance to assemble them. At this time
!mould begin immediately and money
they will again be available at the
before voting for ratification.
would become available. this summer
Banks, Chamber of Commerce and
TAXES
for rad repair work.
• Proponents of the Treatiert say that Public Library.
The present gasoline tax produces
We hope that ',NBC will accept this
U.-S. citizens will not be taxed for adabout $21 million a year per penny for
ministration of the Canal. This seems apolerry in the spirit in which it is given.
tax. At that rate, Clapp's proposed bill
sIncer.elY, ,
far fromfactoincludedundet terms of.
would produce in the neighborhood of
_Ruth L. Howard, President
these Treaties if ratification occurs.
to $40 million by the end of 1979.
$38
Carol Julian, Chairman of
Panama, according ,to reliable
In a related action on gasoline tax,
Know Your Community
estimates will receive $70 million anRep. Joe Clarki;-15-Danville, inenally out of canal operating revenues.
troduced a bill last week that would tie
the gasoline tax to the consumer price
These monies would accumulate to the
index to allow it to increaSe with the
U. S. Treasure thereby benefiting
t- taxpayers if not received by Panama.
cost of living. In one case would the tax
"It is writren,.Ile ye holy; for I am
be less than the present'nine cents per
Over a twenty year Period *1.4 billion holy." I Petertil6 •
gallon or more than 12 cents.
would be siphoned off to a small unThe. Bible calls all.mankind to live
This action also reflects.- the in'feuthis
lor
bed 'under the a life of holine„. And
"
-ceiX 63untrr Prc
adding
of a third al oo
cost of road maintenance in
creasing
iktiek
it
the
ee
the
image
.
.
ih
created
were
we
all
estimatedp
f
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Looking Back

CcuR‘6H
NOT.

10 Years Ago
Aviation Anti-Submarine Warfare
Technician Airman Bobby Donelson,
--USN, son of Mr. and Ws. Hu&
Donelson, was graduated from the
Aviation Anti-submarine warfare
technician course at the U. S. Naval Air
Technical Training Center, Memphis,
Th.'
,
JaMes L. Johnson, executive
secretary of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce, was guest speaker at the
meeting of the Murray Lions Club. He
was introduced by Lion Codie Caldwell.
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity at Murray
State University. will begin activities in
celebration of Pi Kappa Alpha centennial weekend an March 1.
Mrs. Nora Parker was honored with a
dinner in celebration of her 86th birthday on Feb. 24 at the Ellis Center.
Field's sausage is advertised at 53
cents per pound in the ad for Jim
Adams IGA this week.

fe,46c "
ir ; '7440- 494tf-,

Garrotfa_Galley

Fred Tells How Billy and Oral
Gave-Old Satan Alliird Time

t

"Well, tell me," pleaded St. Peter.
'What'-s--going on? What-have-they
done?" '•In a nutshell," the angry Satan
answered, "this fellow Graham has
organized and scheduled a crusade and
Roberts already has raised the money
to build an air-conditioned stadium tohold it int'
C. D. Vinson, who sells used farm
equipfnent and parts through-out these
parts, tells about a fellow who came
into his place recently and asked the
price of a specific part for & tractor.
"825," C. D. told him.
"Twenty-five dollars!" exploded the
man. "Why, I can go over to Sikeston
and get the same part_ for fifteen
dollars!" - •
,
.
• "That's okay by me," C.,D. replied.
"Why don't you go'On over to Sikeston
and get it?"
"Because they',don't have it," said
the'man.
•
"C E.came hack,"I'd sell youone for five dollars if I didn't have it"
++'t
You see some frightening things
when you travel. Some weeks back, we
were on the way to Louisville late one
Friday when we had front row seats at
a little highway drama which could
have turned out to be a tragic one.

inion Page

Agree Or Not
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Clapp Toying With
Road Repair Idea

Apologizes
For Omission

terri
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the state.
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20 Years Ago
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Meanwhile, Stewart Victor, administrative assistant to the Secretary
of Transportation,said no estimate has
been made by the engineers in the highway department of the amount of road
damage this winter.- ''‘Nothing realistic
can be developed until this cycle of
freezes and thaws ends," he said.
On the federal level last week, the
House passed a $250 million bill that
would provide funds for the states for a
---egthole repair program" as its
sponsor, Rep. Jim Howard, D-N. J.,
named his bill.
The money would be distrubuted
according to a formula based on three
factora, one-third on road mileage onethird on road miles traveled in the
states, and one-third on climatological
factors. These are not definitely
described in the bill.
The most attractive part about it as
far as the states are concerned is that it
would be 100 per cent federal funding.
In other words, the states would not be
required to put up any matching
money.
Howard is chairman of the House
Subcommittee on Transportation.
Clapp said he knows Kentuckians
don't like increases in taxes, but he
feels automobile owners would save
more on their automobile maintenance
cost over the period of the tax than the
tax would cost.
"Potholes knock cars wheels oot of
alignment, damage tires, sometimes
mufflers and the underparts of cars,"
he explained. Wheels out of alignment
do more damage through wear and tear
on tires than any other other thing, he
believes.
All any person has, to do to learn
about street and highway damage
mused by this unusual winter is to
drive arourid while.
•

Luckily, it didn't as far as we ever
-- It-was-between- ElizahetlitoWn--and •
oLouisville
rede
that aolaapdypea'rsv
li
voice
for swa
in
• the CB
ir county policeman. She was trying to
report a Couple of yoinig toughs in an
old,
car who
"northbound.
driving like they didn't know or cirs
where they were and blowing everyone
off the road."
They were reported as drinking,
driving recklessly and throwing beer
cans and bottles onto the highway.
Fortunately, the action was taking
- place ahead of us as we learned when
the lady reported the mile markers.
The other CB'ers had the air
craciding with•reportsfrom both north-and south as they, "too sighted the
reckless and speeding pair.
Surely the State Police will get the
wordand pick them up before they rim
over or crash into someone, I thought.
Every CB operator within 25 miles
north or south were calling for the
police and reporting the wild riders'
every move.
About 10 miles out of Louisville, we,
too, sighted the old red car. It was
parked on the shoulder and its
boisterous occupants were busily
taking turns swigging from a bottle of
something.

Army FIFC J. P. Walker, son of Mr.
and- Mrs. Gairy Walker' of Murray 7
Route Six, is participating in special
tests with his unit at the Red Canyon
Range in New Mexico.
Col. Wayne Pickels of Murray has
been named - chairman of the 1958
Easter Seal appeal for crippled
-children in Calloway County.
Estella Navarro, student from Peru,
---spoke- on foods of her--emantrewitethe meeting of the Murray Training School
-Chapter of the Fliture Homemakers of
America.
Mr.and Mrs. Noel Melugin of Murray
announce -4be engagment and approaching marriage of their daughter,
- - Carolyn,-to George Paul Harney,son of
Mrs. G. C. Harney of Borger, Texas.
"The T. Commandments" starring
Charlton eston,-Yid Brynner, Anne
Baxter,
G.-Robinson Yvonne
DeCarlo,
Debra Paget • Showing
at. the Catdtat Theatre

•

30 Years Ago
The Calloway' eotugy Red Cross
quota for 1948 is $3,745,according to Nat
Ryan Hughes, chairman of the, fund
raising campaign.
Elected as superlatives of the senior
class of Murray High School were Joan
_Jackie- Aim
John, Joe
Maddox, Hugh Eddie Wilson;Saralee
Swamies, and Bill Rowlett.
Len Foster and his Orchestra are
featureclAit.the-IIMS production of
C_Iinittut Liglitegfidirray State College
iehich opened last night at the college
auditorium.
Murray State College beat Centre
College 67 to 34 in the quarter finals of
the KIAC basketball tournament at
Louisville. Alexander was high for
Murray with 12 points.
Coffee, three pound bag,is advertised
at $1.15 in the ad for the J. 0. Parker
Food Market this week.

"Let's hope they stay there," I
muttered as we passed, but that hope
was short lived. We had gone no more
than half-a-mile before here they
came, wide open and burning the oil
like a diesel.'We weren't the only ones
who had been monitoring them on the
CB,nor were we the only ones.who took
to the shoulder to give them plenty of
passing roam.
"Surely, they'll get picked up this
time," I -thought with them
Ewa
proaching Louisville so fast. "If they
don't, they could kill somebody as well
as themselves." But, to the best of our
knowledge,they madelt on into the city
without mishap and disappeared in the
traffic.
That was one time a "Srakie" or a •
"County Mountie" would have been a
welcome sight, but, apparently, none of
ith tookerppen
plaed
ce.to be in the area when
it nil
It was right scary for a While.

Funny,Funny
World
BOOKS
From "Good Company: A. Memoir
Mostly Theatrical" by Irving Drutman: San Goldwyn brought "North
Star" to New York in 1943 and began a
series of conferences with RICO his
ieleasing company. He was interviewed by Mary Braggiotti of the
New York Post: M. B.: "I've been
looking through clippings and I read
that in 1928 you proclaimed that sex
was fenished in the rnovies.'S. G.:
-'My
dear young lady, i could never have
said such a thing.'Sex is too important..
It will outlive us all."
Edgar Wallace, the author of
mystery novels, found that it took him
longer to write a short work than a long
one. The pruning required to achieve an
economy Ofwords ate up endless hours.
Writing a fulgiength book, however,
which he dictated, wks a snap. He acid
turn one out with dazzling speed.
A magazine editor was once
dickering with him for the serial rights
to a new thriller of n installments ,
I'll agree to your terms," said the
editor, "if you can dleiver the first
installment in a week."
"In a week? That's out of the
question," demurred
Wallace.
"Uowever," he added, "I could have
th?Entire novel completed by then."
And he did.

WRITE TO pOLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray
Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDEAALIEVEC
Any. senator or representative
may be' reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H.Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
th.
Washington,D.C.20510
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray Field Office,753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard,Jr.
Walter I,. Apperson
Publisher
R.Gene McCutcheon
Editor
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
The -Murray Ledger St Tunes is published
Washington, D.C. 20515
every afternoon except Sunday-s. July 4, Quist
/mas Day, New year's Day and Thanksgiving by
STATE LEVEL
Murray Ncwilpapers, Inc. 103 N. 4th St.
State legislators may be reached
Murray,Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
.
in Frankfort when the General , Murray,Ky . 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
Assembly_ is in session byAisling_Icarriers, 112.50 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Callers y County and to Benton, Har564-2500 or by writing to them in'Care
din. Mayfie_14, Sedalia and Farrrungton. Ky.,and
of the State Capitol Building,
Pans. Buchanan and Puryear, In., $17.50 per
year By mail to other destinations, 132.50 per
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
year
addresses of state' legislators
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
serving Calloway County are:
Association.
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murray
Route 7
. •
Ledger I. Times as well as all other APnews.
Mayfield, Ky.42066
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
• . . .. . .. ...,,, 753-191,
Business Office ...
Rep. Kenneth C.Imes
. ..
Classified AdvertisEng --------77.3.1916
201 Snrd Street
753p1919
Retail i Display) Advertising . ,,.
•' . .. 733-191i m
Circulation
Murray,Ky.42071
..:4,...• .2514111
Nevis and Sparta Dept
litt
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From Tentative UMW, BCOA Contract

Kentucky House Okays

Provisions Of Coal-Contract Outlined
WASHINGTON ( AP) Here are the major provisions
of the tentative contract
between the striking United
Mine Workers and the
Bituminous Coal Operators
Association:
WAGES

4

The maximum deductible for
,active miners would be $700
per family. For retired
miners, the *maximum
deductible would be $450.
Benefits for an estimated
595,000 of 810,000 persons
receiving health care could
move to company-run plans
instead of the existing fund,
administered independently.
Eye care coverage would be
provided for active and
retired miners.

Miners would get a $1 an
hour raise when they returned
to work. There would be raises
of 40 cents an hour at the
beginning of the second and
third years of the contract,
A special $5 million fund
and maximum 30-cent cost-ofliving raises in the second and would be created by the coal
third year as well. The operators to pay for benefits
maximum raise would be $2.40 lost during wildcat strikes last
an hour for the miners, who summer.
now average $7.80 an hour.
Pension benefits would be
guaranteect but the sharp
BENEFITh
difference in the pension
Health benefits would be payments for miners who
guaranteed for all recipients, retired before 1976 and afbut miners would be required terward would be retained.
Pension for miners who
to pay a deductible amount for
health care that has been free. retired before 1976 would rise

HOW IT WAS DONE-Bob Boone pubs a block of ice
from a pond at Stamford Museum and Nature Center,
Stamford, Conn., during a demonstration of the ice harvesting done with antique tools. looking on are two interested youngsters. The tools belong to Charles Clark
of Old Greenwhich.
By LOUISE COOK
(AP Lueviu,
icir-,
•-w--Asseeiated Press Writer
Your 2-year-old daughter is
constantly asking questions.
Is it normal curiosity or the
sign of a gifted child?
Your 4-year-old son likes to
WASHINGTON _(AP.)_ - "Stated between Democrats
look through books. Is he
Republicans,
and
Kentucky's Julian Carron, and
merely typical for his age or
Republican
who was nominated -without Michigan's
he is showing indications of
opposition, will be the next governor, William Milliken, is
something more?
,
chairman of the National the current chairman.
Almost
all
parents
like to
Carroll has been camGovernors' Association.
His election will mean that paigning quietly for the think their children are
Carroll will be traveling more. chairman's position for the unusuar6, talented or bright in
As chairman, he also will act past six months, with ,West some area, but identifying the
as spokesman for the nation's Virginia Gov. Jay Rockefeller truly gifted youngster can be a
governors and will represent as his unofficial campaign difficult task.
According to the Office of
their views in dealings with manager.
Carroll has been chairman Gifted and Talented in the
the White House.
Carroll was nominated at a of the association's energy U.S. Office of Education,
breakfast
Monday
of comtnittee for the past year gifted and talented children
Democratic governors during and was instrumental in are capable of high perthe association's winter setting up the two-day energy- formance;
they
have
session here. The isenual production conference that demonstrated ability or
summer •Meeting fla-118In ended Monday with at11OUr- achievement in one or more of
long meeting with President a number of areas, including
Bost0a.
•
The viiiIiman's-jilb is Carter.
general intellect, creative

to $275 a month over the life of
the contract. Their pensions
are now $225 for a miner with
black lung benefits and $250
for one without black lung
disease. Black lung benefits
amount to an additional $219 to
$440 per month.
Pensioners who retired
after Jan. 1, 1976, would
receive an increase of $25 a
month over three years. Their
benefits now average about
$420 a month.
The minimum disability
pension is increased to $137.50.
Sickness, and accident
benefits would increase from
$100 to $150 a week over the
contract.
Death benefits would be
paid for those who died after
benefits were cut off.
The companies would give
miners an additional day ill
each year, making all miners
eligible for vacation from
Christmas Eve until Jan. 2.

Driving I nsurance Plan

Shift differentials would
increase. The differential for
afternoon shifts would go from
15 cents to 20 cents. It would go
from 20 cents to 30 cents for
the midnight shift. LA-BOR
LABOR STABIUTY
Miners who lead wildcat
strikes, as well as those
walking wildcat picket lines,
can be disciplined, with
penalties including loss of job.
Miners who honor wildcat
picket tines are not subject to
discipline.
Miners who are guilty of
repeated unauthorised absences will be subject to an
"absenteeism control
program,"
which
can
ultimately lead to loss of job.
A new joint industry-union
committee will study labor
relations and productivity
within the coal industry and
present reports every two
months.

Spotting Gifted Can Be Difficult

Carroll Named Chairman

thinking, visual and per- underachievement in other
formingarts or leadership.
areas;-tIvaider:Sisk.
The office estimates that 3
pr. Sisk said there_ are
to 5 percent of the school-age .several characteristics that
population - two to five point to a gifted child. Among
million children - could be them:
considered gifted or talented.
-Early use of advanced
How can you tell if your chiltL_ yeeabularly. A normal 2-yearis one of the few?
old, for example, might say:
Writing in a recent issue of "There's a doggie." The gifted
"American
Education," 2-year-Old might expand the
Dorothy A. Sisk, director of sentence, including more than
the Office of Gifted and ; one idea. For example:
Talented, noted that the in- "There's a brown doggie in
tellectually gifted child-Vike%, our backyard sniqing the
one who begins reading arty, flowers."
for example, and rapidly goes
-Keen observation and
through all his or her school curiosity. Watch for the child
books - is the easiest type to who pursues a specific line of
spot, particularly in a school questioning, seeking more and
setting.
more informatio'n.
-Retention of a variety of
"Children with giftedness in
say, specific academic ap- information. Gifted children
titude, leadership, visual and often amaze parents and
performing
arts
and teachers by recalling details
creativity may be high of past experiences.
-Periods of intense. conachievers in only one subject,
with
records
of Jentratiw A 1-year-old gifted

child, for example, might sit
-tarp,five- -minutes .or more
listening to a story being read
to an older brother or sister.
-Ability to understand
complex concepts and think
abstractly.
-.-77-.)[-broad and changing
spectrum of interests. Gifted
children often show an intense
interest in one subject for a
period of time, then turn,
equally intensely, to a totally
unrelated subject.
-Strong critical thinking
skills and self-criticism.
If you believe your child is
gifted, you should consult with
teachers and other school
personnel or with authorities
at the local college or
university. Further information is available from
the Office of Gifted and
Talented, U.S. Office of
Education, Donohoe Building,
100 6th St. S.-W., Room 3835,
Washington,D.C.,20202.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)The Kentucky House has
voted 74-9 in favor of a
measure designed to give
young people with good
driving records a break on
automobile insurance
premiums.
The measure, sponsored by
Rep. James Bruce, DHopkinsville, sparked a
debate among lawmakers
Monday of whether it would
not in turn cause insurance
companies to raise rates for
other age groups.

unemployed male in the home.
The vote on the measure
was 65-28; an earlier move to
table the bill failed by a
similar margin.

House Majority Leader
Bobby
Richardson, DGlasgow, said the measure
would save the state Mt.
million over the next UK
years. He added that the
payments are not funded in
the current executive budget.
Rep_ Bill Weinberg, DHindman, said such a
measure would work much
As explained by Bruce, the hardship on many families but
bill is aimed at preventing failed in an attempt to kill the
special classifications for bill.
young drivers who have a
perfect driving record for at
Several legislators, inleast two years.
chiding Reps. Ray Overstreet,
"It gives them an incentive R-Liberty; Clayton Little, Dfr good driving," Bruce saki._ Hartley; and Mae Street Kidd,
• ,
m sure it will also make a D-Louisvine,-argued against
lot of parents encourage more cutting off the money.
safe driving because it's going
The House also passed a bill
to save them a lot of money."
to permit Sunday thoroughbred and Appaloosa racing at
But Rep. Lewis Foster, D- regular thoroughbred race
Lewisburg, an insurance meetings.
agent, said House Bill 445
A measure aimed at
would result in higher rates restoring the constitutionality
for about 75pereent of insured - of the,1872 Home -Rule Act by
motorists because insurance spelling out the powers of
cosipanies would pass along fiscal courts was approved
to them the assumed in- unanimously. The bill resulted
creased risk. from the Kentucky Supreme
"This is
bad bill," said Court's- decision last year
Foster. "
- T don't want to go striking down the Home Rule
home and have to tell them Act as an unconstitutionally
their insurance rates are broad delegation of legislative
going to go up because we authority.
passed this bill."
The House voted 60-19 to
the—House defeated al allow motor vehicles designed
amendment to the hill-. to carry np,to 15 pettns to be
sponsored by_Rep. Sam operated as taxicabs.
Thomas, D-LebTnon, to exA bill for a short term crisie
tend the discrimination assistance program, already
prohibition to include oc- funded in the governor's
cupation and residence.
proposed budget, was api
Other measures passed proved 85-8.
Monday by the House, which
A measure sponsored by
met until late in the evening, Rep. Gerta Bendl, 13.;
included a much-debated bill Louisville, to require that all
to cut off payments through Department for Human
the Aid to Families with Resources inspeclionS of
Dependent Children program nursing homes be made
for families which have an unannotuiced_paes_ed 68-0,
t-
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BILL & JACKIE DAUGHERTY
Announce The March 1st Opening Of

Rae
eWodiArkrt glea eY)

S

I Formerly Perkin's Pancake House)

ervin.g a most'distinctive Bill of Fare.

••

A SANDWICH SELECTION JOHN
A SIMPLY SMASHING BREAKFAST MENU L
M
I
CHOICE CHARM
HANCOCK WOULD HAVE BEEN PROUD TO SIGN HIS NAME TO. M
BROILEDSTEAKS ANDDINNERS FIT FOR A KING.
AN'ARRAY OF VERY UNIQUE
SALADS AND APPETTZERSLIM DELICIOUS DESSERTS...INCLUDING OUR FAMOUS
HOMEMADE PIES
MOST OF YOUR
20 VARIETIES OF FINE IM-PORTEI? TEAS
FAVORITES FROM'THE OLD PERKIN'S MENU. MM. • .- AND LOTS OFOTHER GOOD
THINGS YOU'LL GO OVERBOARD FOR!

in

—Same Local Ownership & Management....Same Friendly Staff.—

THE BOSTON TEA PARTY
Formerly Perkin's Pancake House)

US641 North
"We Want To Be YoutCup of Tea" —
_ -15 AM TIL 10PM-MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
6 AM TIL MIDNIGHT-Flip/1Y AND SATURDAY
7 AM Tn.io PM ON gUNDAY

vEr
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East Boys, North Girls
WinJ

' 1

All three of the Calloway
County junior highs will have
a representative in the finals
of the' county tournament
tonight.
In first round action last
night at Jeffrey Gymnasium in the- girls' bracket,
North Calloway coasted to a
relatively easy 31-16 win over
East -Calloway while in the
first round boys' action, an
impressive East team survived a last quarter surge
from Southwest Calloway for
a 35-32 win.

PERFECT BLOCK — Mimi Todd of North Calloway rejects a
shot pat up by LaDonne Overbey otiaat Calloway. Between
the two is Rachel Lansh_051of North.
)

iStalf Pastas by Mike

Tanner'Upset By Cox In
National Indoor Action
MEMPHIS, Tenn. 1. AP — double-faulted three times.
Jimmy Connors breezed into His steadiness vanished in the
town fresh from a tournament second set with breaks in the
victory in .Denver the day thir.c1 and fifth games.
Othp4Orst . round_victors
_before._ _lle_was reeling off
pretty good impressions of included third-seed Brian
comedian Steve Martin, Gottfried over Joel Bailey 6-3,
delighting spectators , as he 6-1; !mirth seed Eddie Dibbs
walked through the lobby of over -Habeftua'Hoyt 6-1, 6-2;
the plush Racquet Club.
Raul Ramirez of Mexico over
. He was raring to go, ready Australian Kim Warwick 6-3,
for his first round meeting 7-6, and fifth seed Manuel
tonight with Dick Stockton in Orantes of Spain over Mike
the $225,000 U.S. National Cahill 6-4,6-2.
Indoor Tennis Championship. ; Orantes sprained an ankle
A sleepy Vitas Gerulaitis at 5-3 in the first set of the
drowsed into town Monday, match, but was able V> go on.
yawning from a three-hour He was uncertain whether he
aerial nap caught en route would be able to play in the
from New York. When he got second round.
off the plane, he had no idea
who his first-round opponent Other winners included
Poland's Wojtek Fibak over
would be.
Gerulaitis is seeded second Harold Solomon 6-7,
here behind Connors. If both and Tim Gullikson over John
survive the draw, Gerulaitis Newcombe of Australia 6-4, 7could get his chance to 6.
challenge the man who holds, As the first tound continues
at least sometimes,the title he today, Taroczy of Hungary
meets Bob Lutz; South
seeks.
Gerulaitis practiced African Frew McMillan meets
Monday with Arthur Ashe and Spaniard Jose Higueras;
Balosz Taroczy. Today he Australian Phil Dent plays
meets Marty Reissen in the South African Ray Moore,and
seventh seed Sandy Mayer
first round.
On opening day, eighth- plays Geoff Masters of
seeded Roscoe Tanner lost Australia.
control of his usually powerful In night matches, in adservice and dropped his match dition to Connors-Stockton,
to Englishman Mark Cox. He Ashe plays Cliff Drysdale and
faltered after losing service in Stan Smith meets Butch
the ninth game in which he Waits.

the nine-point splurge while west 4-2 the rest of the way for
Mimi Todd and Carol Garner a 20-12 lead at intermission.
each had a bucket and Crick a
Garrison opened the second
free throw.
half with two free throws for
Action was slow in the third a 10-point East lead then
period as North managed only Miller scored from 10 feet,
five points and East scored then on a cirive'and then from
three to make it 23-10 going 15 feet and with three minutes
into the last quarter. North left ur the frame, Southwest
used consecutive baskets by trailed just 22-18.
Hoke at the outset of the final, East led 25-20 going-into-theperiod to gain a 27-10 lead, final period. East was leading
their largest of the evening. 31-24 early in the last quarter
but Miller hit a free throw and
Rachel Lamb finished with David Tipton hit one from the
12 points to lead North while tine to trim the gap to five.
Hoke added eight. For East,
Then with 2:06 left in the
In the finals tonight, the LaDonna Overby
paced the game, Tipton scored inside
girls' game at 6:30 p.m. will scoring with 10 points.
East and it was a three-point game.
feature North _Calloway going had excellent guard play from
Bowling
against Southwest, which Rhanda Key who
played well
drew a bye in the title game. both offensively and defenStandings
In the boys' championship sively. East ends its season at
Diller or Dollar
game which will, begin at 0-8 while North is now 3-6.
Fri. Morning Ladies
approximately 8 p.p., it will
Bowling League
Team
W
L
BOYS' GAME
be Est Calloway meeting
26
IS
M A. Ins
North, which drew the bye into
Southwest made a hectic Tiny Tobt
33
51
50
34
the finals.
charge in the final minutes Kv Lake Cal Co
Car
36
48
and fell barely short in its Astm
Wpisonash Chrysler
en-Thom
47
37
All
Also, trophies will be
1
2
43/
1
2 40/
effort to defeat East Calloway. Paradise Kennels
411
/
2 42ks
Boone Laundry-Cleaners
'presented to the teams and in
addition, the cheerleading
squad voted as having the best
performance routine will
receive a trophy. in post-game
presentd-ti-ons-:.---Thte
cheerleadifig competition was
held last night.

East played outstanding
ball in the first half and it was
seventh grader Jeff Garrison
who supplied the punch all
evening.

Displaying excellent
shooting skills and rebounding
East led just once in the power, Garrison ended up
girls' game and that was when with 25 of the 35 points scored
Rhanda Key scored on -a free- -- by.East Calloway.
It -was an excellent first
throw in the opening minute of.
the first period. Rachel Lamb quarter of ball. The game was
gave North the lead with a 15- tied at 2, 4, 6 and 8 before
footer from the right key Ricky Houston scored on a 10before Dana Hoke hit for two footer to give-East a 10-8 edge
consecutive hnetieests few 114.1 at the end of the first period.
North lead. The
giiitl
Brad Miller, an impressive
period ended with six seconds
little
gdard who not only shot
left when Carol Garner tossed
in two free throws for an 8-1 well but also penetrated the
East defense well, scored
North lead.
from inside to knot the score
LaDonna Overbey scored at 10 apiece in the opening
the first two baskets of the minute of the second- frame."
second frame and East pulled
But Garrison scored from
to-within three points at 8-5. inside, Houston banked in a
But North then ran off the next shot from 15 feet,put on the
nine points before East scored. wing and Garrison powered
again to make it 17-7. Two free his way under again and with
throws by Shanda Crick left 4141 left in the half. East led
North with a 19-7 lead at the 16-10.
intermission.
After that, the action hit a
Lamb had four points during lull and East outscored South-

TV Service Center
)
41
43
Keel's Purchase Tire
High Team Game(SC)
44
Aura Car Wash
.
4
57
11
7
nal
ter.Ganwile
lt;C:n
TN.Servi
560
M.
Y A Ins
Astro.Car Wash
TV.Service Center
High Team Series(SC)
Astro Car Wash
T.V.Service Center
M.F.A. Ins
High TesasSesile(liC) _
--Astro Car Wash
.-........
M.F A. Ins
Aner1-ThoMpson chrysur •
High Ind. Game(SC)
Lois Smith
Nancy Todd
Evelyn Burkeen
High Ind. Game(HC)
Nancy Todd
Smith
Lois
-Mena Stee4ey '
High Ind.Series(SC)
Smith
Lois
Nancy Todd
Hilda Bennett
High Ind.Series(MC)
Nancy Todd
Hilda Bennett
Lois Smith
High Averages
Lois Smith ..,
Pat Scott
Margaret Morton
Mary- Bar:is
Nancy Todd
Terry Underhill
Jearr Stand
Jane Parks
Joan Cooksey
Hilda Bennett.
•••••••••••4•.••.

813
757
753
1672
1820
1575
2166
2131
202
187
173
2211
222
-.121
543
487
477
610
609
606

Southwest cut the gap to one
point with 1:30 left when Dan
Key, who had been plagued_
with fOul trouble, stole the ball
and scored on a drive to make
it a 31-30 East lead.
But Garrison..scored on
break to make it 33-30 for
some breathing fo—orn for East
before Jeff Butterworth again
made it a one-point game by
scoring on a rebound at the
1:12 mark.
The scoring in the game
ended with 40 seconds left
when Garrison hit two free
throws. Both teams missed
the front end of the bonus
situation in the final 25
seconds.
Brad Miller's 15 points led
Southwest, which ends it
season at 4-4. The East Lakers
will carry a 4-4 mark into the
title game against North.

)
HAUUNG DOWN THE REBOUND on this ploy is David Tipton
(24) of Southwest. Out of position in the battle is Tony Hendon
(25) of East. Southwest almost rallied in the final minutes for
the win but feN just short as East escaped 35-32.
..990,0P.109.6!

9

FLYING TO THE HOOP is Brad Miller (13) of Southwest
Miller, who played an outstanding game, scored 15 points in a
fine display of talent. East players watching the action are
Randy Dawson (21) and 0.Wayne Hifi (10).

STOCK REINICTIW

8

WE MUST REDUCE
OUR INVENTORY!!

A

_GRAND PRIX

Cutlass Supreme Coupe

Daily Specials

All New 1978*

Monday - Fresh Chicken

Cadillacs, Oldsmobiles & Pontiacs
Going At Bargain Prices!

Dinner - $1.75
Ground Round
Dinner - $1.65

Tuesday - Ribeye Dinner

We Have 31977's
Going At Used Car PliCEM

Served Wth Potato
Garlic Bread

Wednesday - Flounder
L

Garlic Bread

999

Any Reasonable Offer
WillBe Accepted

asagna With
Garlic Bread

Thursday - Ground Round
$165

See L Wells Purdom,Jim Kuykendall & Mike Outland

With Potato Ond Bread

Friday - Saturday - Sunday
U S Choice

Ribeye
Sunday

Served With Salad
Potato Bread

satisfied Customers Are Our
'
,
a
Main Concern"

Both With Potato& Brood

-"V"..."
•

li-VPIP1110..driii

••
•

w

oip
.

wl_s•

V
*Dumas

Olds - Pontiac - Cadillac

.425

Ribeye Dinner - $1"
Fresh Chicken Dinner - $175

2

We now have the largest inventory of cars that we have had
in the last 15 years. The snow buried us for 45 days and our
inventory kept getting larger.

Starting Monday Fib. 27

With Potato

6

SALE

RACHEL LAMB of North Calloway fires up a short jumper
from the side while Karen Hall (20) of East Calloway defends
and Mimi Todd (41) and Lorin Green (22) shuffle around for
position.

Steak•Pizza

1

Cage Predictions

. 170
168
151
%caul Oistrki-Twipit
Ballard Memorial vs. HEATH by
149
142 three
.
142
a
ST MARY vs. Reidland by 18
141
141
High School Record: 124-39 . 761
OVC Record: 87-27(.783)
140
US:-2/1464:71:14 - -

%.

North 12 - Dean 11 a.m. to Midnight

Served with
Choice of
Potato
Garlic Bread

4•

GIRLS'GAME
East
1 6 3 6-16
8 11 4 8-31
North
East (16) — Rhanda Key 3,
LaDonna Overbey 10, Deanna
Underhill 2, Lone Green 1,
Karen Hall, Norine- Herndon.
and Beth Hooks.
Rachel Lamb
North nil
12, Dana Hoke 8, Shanda
Crick, 3, Cheryl Trembly 2,
Mimi Todd 2, Carol Garner 4.
Kathy Coy, Kathy Bowden and
Cindy Bazzell•
BOYS'GAM' "East
10 40 5 10-35
8 4 8 12-32
Southwest
East (35) — Ricky Houston
6, Tony Hendon 4, Jeff
Garrison 25, DeWayne Hill,
Randy I• son -and
Williams.
Southwest (32) — Dan Key
4, David Tipton, 7, Ricky
Sheridan 2, Brad Miller 15 and
Jeff Butterworth 4.

.•

Majestic
House

a,

TWO MORE — High scoring seventh grader Jaff Garrison
(32) of fast drives to the basket while Ricky Sheridan of Southwest leaps in attempt to block be shot. Other Southwest
players in the pictwe include Jeff Butterworth (20) and Dan
Key (21).

4k•

1406 West Mass- 753-5315

DOM

--

mowers.
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Hall Not Really Happy
With Number One Spot

Wildcats Impressive In
Road Win Over Georgia

By ED SHEARER
Kentucky, having wrapped up
AlieSports Writer
its 31st So.utheastern C
ATHENS, Ga. (AP) - ference title, will open its
• Returning to the No. 1 position postseason action in the
in The Associated Press Mideast
Regional
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
at
college basketball poll didn't tooxville, Tenn., March 11.
AP Sports Writer
have much effect on the
The Wildcats settled their
From top to bottom, college
Kentucky Wildcats, the team return to the top after a two-bMketball'jTop Twenty has a
that resided there most of the week absence by downing
Kentucky flavor and that may
season.
Georgia 78-67 Monday night
mean indigestion for op"It's nice," said Coach Joe for their 23rd victory in 25
ponent,s when post-season play
Hall, "but it doesn't mean games.
rolls around.
—anything. We would just:air —fientucky received19 first
• The UniVerlity of Kentucky
soon not have it.
place votes and ,1,044 points,
eelebrated its return to the
"More important is liew7-jornping from second to
jsead of the -Associated Press
•
we'll
play in the tournament," replace defending national
ratings Monday night by
Hall
clinching the Southeastern
champion Marquette, wipch
_ added. He means the National was upset by Notre Dame
-Conference - championship
Collegiate
Athletic Sunday.
with a 78-67 victory over
Association tournament that
The Wildcats had fallen to
Georgia,
will settle college basketball's third two weeks ago after
Meanwhile, 20th-ranked
omoiesie
.
national championship. losing to Louisiana State.
Louisville warmed up for the
MOVE IT ON OVER- Little Rhonda Key (30 ) of East gives
Arkansas bolted to the top that
Metro 7 Conference tourlittio.nudge to Done Helm of North Calloway in county tourney
time, but held it only one
narnent,-by eklishing off St.
week, losing to Houston and action Monday night at CCHS. The North girt: won 31-16 over
Louis 94-59.
In between No. 1 and No. 20,
opening the
door for East.
By The Associated Press
Marquttte.
11th-ranked Florida State
EAST
(Stuff Motes by Mee Illreemiee)
UCLA, a perennial power,
Cheyney St 95, Slippery
moved into second place with
ROCk 72
- Vlap ce votesinTEN4
- 13. firs
--Colby 107, Lowell93
MI1RRAY LEDGERP TIMES)
points and Marquette dropped
Hamilton 89, Cortland 70
Hartwick 81, Brockport St 63 to third.
Rounding out the Top Ten in
Holy Cross 99, Boston Col 98,
order were Arkansas,Kansas,
OT
Manhattan 95,Seton Hall 86 DePaul, Notre Dame, New
Massachusetts....21„__Pitt- Mexico._ Michigan State and
North Carolina. DePaul was
sburgh 68
ew Hampshire 64, Nor- named on two ballota as the
—"
NMIteam.
theastern 62 "
"It's a great honor to be
Providence 85, Long Island
ranked No. 1," said Kentucky
U 62
St. Bonaventure 75, st, power forward Rick Robey.
But when it comes tourFrancis, Pa 72
Jotufa,N.Y,69, Niagara nament time, you don't have
•
much time to look at stan60
St. Lawrence- 103, Clarkson dings. Rankings don't mean
much then because everybody
90 there can play."
Syracuse 100, Canisius 59
"We've been there and lost
Williams 70, Worcester Tech
it, and now we've got it back,"
62
- like to see a guy like Bruce already have the designated
By WILL GRIMSLEY
said Kyle'-Macy, the guard
SOUTH
AP Special Correspondent _
Jenner out there on base. It's a hitter in the American League
who 'directs the Kentucky
"Mabama 81, Florida 70
NEW YORK tAP - LOST lot different than running and -they're pushing for the
E Tennessee St 93, attack.
Brock, a
base-stealing down a track against the designated runner. Some d'ay
"No. 1 doesn't bother me specialist, foresees the day clock."
we will have offensive and
Morehead 79
Florida St 80, Oral Roberts one way or the other," said -that baseball will become
Brock used Jenner as an defensive platoon,s just as they
Jack Givens, the team's strictly a sport of specialists example
76, OT
because
his have in football. It's almost
leading scorer. When we
Kentucky 78, Georgia 67
but no Olympic gold decathlon victory at Montreal that now in the seventh and
McNeese St 84, Lamar 80, play up to our .potential, we Medalist is going to grab his
in 1976 and his subsequent TV eighth innings of a tight
.
deserve it. But-anybody can record cheaply:
20T
.
-Commercials 'for a favorite game.".
Brock admitted that his legs
Mississippi St83, Auburn 82, get beat."
"It would take even the best cereal have made him virFlorida State, the Metro •Olympic sprinter five years to tually the-symbol of Olympic "felt like rubber" when he
went after Maury Wills'single
Nmford. 77, Georgia Conference regular season undergo the proper test,- the track prowess.
Southern 68
champion, headed the Second St. Louis Cardinals' sleek
"I don't care whether he season and Cobb's career
SW Louisiana 1118, Tex- Ten-,- foil wed---by Txas, -outfielder said.
runs the 100 in 9.5 or 10 flat, it's records. -Second base looked
Arlington 104
Illinois State, Syracuse, Duke,
"Speed is r only one minor still going to take him 31 1,000 miles away," he said. "I
Tennessee 59, Vanderbilt 46 Detroit, Georgetown, D.C., facet of successful base- seconds to get from first tc wanted to call a cab."
MIDWEST
and stealing. There are other second base 90 feet)," the 38- The Cardinals' speedster
Providence,Utah
Detroit 89, Loyola-Chicago Louisville.
important factors - the year-old outfielder insisted. said he carries onprivate little
69
The AP Top Twenty
mechanical phase of it, weight "Whether he's safe or out wars with rival catchers Illinois 95, Principia 91,
By The Associated Press
shifting, acceleration, the depends on a lot of intangibles principally Steve Yeager,
2QTs
The Top Twenty teams in element of surprise. I would not found on a stopwatch."
Johnny Bench and Barry
SOUTHWEST
Foote, whom he rates the
The Associated Press college
Brock, en route to St. toughest Southwestern, Texas 102, basketball poll, based on games
although the
Petersburg,
Fla., to begin his pitcher is his real foil. "You
Central Okla 90
through Sunday, with first18th major league campaign, use every strategem
FAR WEST
place votes in parentheses, seaof sight
stopped
off in New York and sound," he said.
Air Force 72,S Colorado 64
total
points.
records
and
son
Monday to make a presenUtah St 89, Montana 68
Brock also is approaching
Points based on 20-18-16-14-12HOUSTON AP)- Campy tation to hocPball's Hall of two other
TOURNAMENTS
10-9-8-7:
baseball marks. He
First Round
22-2
1,044 Russell says he felt good Fame.
is 166 hits away from
1. Ky.(39)
He presented the red cleated becoming the 13th player in
964 Monday night and his fourth
East Coast Conference
2. UCLA (13) 22-2
quarter
shooting
shoes
exhibition
with which he slid into history to get 3,000 and he
West Section
819
_.3. Marq.(I)_ .22-3
made IN-ehtire-Crevelifid base laitXiiust, bikiiijT) needs only 53
Bucluiell 88, W Chester St 73 4.- Arkansas
strikeouts to to
720
27-2
team feel good as the Cobb's 50-year record of 892 break
Lehigh 67, Rider 60
5. Kansas
Mickey Mantle's
2373
616
Cavaliers broke a four-game- career stolen bases.
East Section
dubious honor.
6. DePaul(2) 23-2
579
losing
streak with a 110-97
Edward W. Stack, president
American 97, Hofstra 77
7. N Dame
Lou
19-5
485
"Hitting,"
victory over the hobbled ,of the Hall of Fame, accepted
St. Joseph's, Pa. 90, Drexel 8. N Mexico
395
philosophized, ''is the bread
22-3
Houston
Rockets.
the
a
trophy and gave Brock
80,0T
and butter of the game. Base
9. Mich St
21-4
378
"I didn't do anything out of gilded replica as a ,personal
Lone Star Conference
10. N Caro
stealing is optional.
23-6
335
the framework of our offense, trophy for his tremendous
E Texas St 68, Angelo St 66
11. Fla St
"As for the strikeout record,
21-4
261
I
was just hitting my shots," feat.
Howard Payne 70, Texas 12. Texas
no, I don't consider it
22-4
179
said Russell, who led the Cavs
Brock predicted that the negative.
Add 60
13. ni State
23-2
117
After all, Mantle
with
25
points,
including
three
greatest
threat to his base- struck out 1,710 times and
Missouri Valley Conference 14. Syracuse
21-4
109
has
Indiana St 90, W Texas St 71 15. Duke
20-6
98 key baskets late in the third stealing records- he now
made the Hall of Fame."
quarter
900
when
the
Rockets
for
for
a
his
118
career
and
23-2
88
Drake 75,S Illinois 59
16. Detroit
GENERAL
41 made their only challenge of single season - might in the
21-5
Bradley 75, Wichita St 71
17. George'n
the
game.
distant
gold
future
from
SAN
FltANCISCO
- Dudley
come
32
22-6
18. Prov'dce
New Mexico St 76,Tulsa 75
"We were dominating them medal sprinters fresh out of B. "Dud" Perkins, one of the
24
21-5
19. Utah
country's first daredevil
22 in the first half but at the start the Olympics.
18-6
20. Lou'sville
of the third quarter we got to
-Platoon
baseball is motorcyclists, died. He was
standing around and not doing coming," he said,
We 84.
anything. So I just decided to
.4•Fik 4
try to make some of those
1111101tANCE
baskets."
Ky Boys H.S. Basketball
snits al S141.11P
The Rockets, playing
Mondays District Tourneys
without
starters
Rudy
By The Associated Press
10th at Muhlenberg Tomjanovich and Moses
For Your
Malone, fell behind 57-43 at the
Central
Life
Muhlenberg Central 63 half and after their brief third
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. OVC title or a share of it in the
quarter surge, fadea it lose (AP)
Graham 57
- Closing out the 21 years the university has
Health
for the third time in four
17th at Elizabethtown
regular season with a flourish, been a conference member. It
games.
Home
North Hardin 59 East
East Tennessee State roiled recently applied for memThe Cavs took charge in the
Hardin 49
over hapless Morehead State bership in the Southern
Car
first quarter when Russell and to
33rd at Conner
finish as cochampion in the Conference.
Farm
Erlanger Lloyd 60 Erlanger Austin Carr fueled a 15-2 Ohio Valley Conference
East Tennessee won despite
spurt. The Rockets cut the
St Henry 49
a dazzling offensive display by
Business
basketball standings.
lead to six points during their
43rd at Lexington
Sophomore Jim Smith fired Morehead junior guard Herbie
6E1 THE SHRD
Lex Hetiry Clay 100 Lex third period surge before in 24 points Monday night to Stamper, Who registered 38
Cleveland
rally
in
another 10-2
Sayre 26
lead the Buccaneers to their points and hit shots from all
the fourth quarter cooled them 93-79
48th at Pulaski Co
victory over Morehead. over the court.
again.
off
Roupie Ross
Eubank 56 Shopville 47
The triumph gave the Bucs a
The Bucs play Western
-What
is
this, 10-4
51st at Bell Co
OVC record, enabling Kentucky as the OVC
210 E. Main
Thanksgiving?"
Cavs
Coach
Bell Co 58 Middlesboro 47
them to tie Middle Tennessee championships get under way
Phone 753-0489
Bill Fitch asked, referring to State
59th at Mullins
for the conference Friday night in Bowling
the Cavs breaking the four- crown.
Mullins 56 Pikeville 48
Green, Ky. Middle Tennessee
game losing streak. -We've
Monday night's game State plays Austin Peay in the
been on the road five days and
completed the regular con- other game. The final round is
See Marjorie Major
we've only got 14 more days to
ference
season. It was a Saturday night.
Trove/ Consultont
go."
makeup game for one
In addition to Smith and
The
Cavs,
led
by
Jim
Chones
FAtt LAMS
scheduled Jan. 21 in Johnson Place, B.J. Johnson tallied 20
with 15 and Elmore Smith with
TOURS, CRUISES, NOTE MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
City. The contest was post- and D.C. Smith to wind up in
14, dominated the Rockets on poned when
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 4
!tlegyEi
a heavy snow double figures. East Tenthe boards,52-32.
No Charge by us.
prevented Morehead from nessee, finished 18-8 overall
Smith
contributed
21
points
Price some as direct.
showing up:6
with the victory.
to go with his rebounds while
For Information one
Sophomore center Scott
Brad LeMaiter was the only
Austin Carr hit 15 and Foots. Place
Travel Literature cell
put the Bucs ahead for other Morehead , player in
•• •
Walker scored 14.
good Monday night when he double figures with 19. The
753-GOGO(4646)
Calvin Murphy had 26 points sank a
Mite Novi* Office Dolding,
layup with 1324 Eagles completed the camto lead with Rockets and Mike remaining in
711 Alsip Str••t
Om.
the game. It is paign by losing all 14 of their
Newlin came oft the bench to only
the.. second- time East conference games. They went
score 26.
:
Tennessee has claimed tht 4-19 overall. . •

"Nu

•

College Scores

Lou Brock Saysibseball May
Soon Be Game Of Specialists

Russell Scores 25
As 'Cavs Get Win

Boys' Prep Scores

Stamper Scores 38 But
Morehead Drops Contest

rallied to defeat Oral Roberta
80-76 in overtime, No. 14
Syracuse bombed_ Canisius
10049, No. 16 Detroit trounced
Chicago Loyola 89-69 and No.
18 Providence wore down
Long Island U.85-62, Kentucky opened a 19-point
first-half -ktid' over -Georgia
and coasted to its 23rd victory
m*-games:as Jack Givens
and/Mk Robey split 30 points,
Walter Daniels scored 25 for
Georgia.
Louisville was led by
Darrell Griffith and Rick
Wilson with 20 points apiece.
Florida State's Harry Davis
scored eight of his game-high
24 points late in the second
half to key the rally against
Oral Roberts.
ORU led by 13 points with
10:41 left in regnlation play
but Davis and Murray_ Brown
did most of the
worfrtopull Florida State into a tie at
74. The Seminoles finished the
regular season 22-4.
Syracuse also wound up 22-

4, crushing
.
Cellist's! a
' s-Marty Vanderbilt 59-46.
Byrnes scored 17 points and
Ronnie Perry scored 32
grabbed 15 rebounds. It was points, including a jumper
the torangemen's 29th con- with two seconds left in
secutive home-court victory, overtime to lift Holy Cross
longest in the nation.
over Boston College 99-98.
Detroit did even better,
McNeese State pulled within
boosting its record_ to 244 one-half game of Lamar in the
against Guth-mimed Loyola.
Southland Conference by ----The Titans conclude their - edging the-CardinaisrüTár season Saturday -double overinne and Anthony
against defending national Toney scored all of his 24
champion Marquette.
- .points in the final 16 minutes
Providence led LIU by only tolead
Southwestern
38-37 at the half as the losers Louisiana
over
Texas- „
shot 58 percent, but pulled Arlington 106-104.
_
away after the intermission. A
In the first round of the
15-2 spurt made it a rout as Missouri Valley Conference
Bill Eason and Bruck Cam- clayoffs, iLwas Indiana State
pbell scored 15 pointsapiete.
over West Texas 90-71, Drake
Back in the SEC, runnarup over Southern Illinois 7549,
Mississippi State needed six Bradley over Wichita State 75free throws in the final minute 71 and New Mexico State over
of overtime to edge Auburn 83- Tulsa 76-75.
It_
-Freeman--Williams, --the—
-ELiewhere in the szt„ nation's reidrni
Reginald King led the way pumped in 34 points but his
with 18 points and 12 rebounds Portland State team lost to
as Alabama trimmed Florida Puget Sound 99-75.
81-70 and Tennessee beat

Lee Giving His Time
To Leukemia Patient
The framed photos of Lee
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)Jeff Reynolds has many goals and his teammates sat in a
in life, one of which is to go row by Reynolds' bed. When
one-on-one with a basketball he leaves the hospital Wedagainst James lee, top-ranked nesday, they will be displayed
Kentucky's stalwart sixth In his Nicholasville apartment.
man.
"I've been a fan of James
'Never mind that Lee won a
similar contest against Moses for a long time," Reynolds
-labile üa.hlgllSChooIsenior said. When he first came to
in the Derby Classic all-star UK, he didn't have anything
game, or that he outweighs given to him. Some people got
Reynolds by some 80 pounds. down on him and he had to
Just to compete would be make his own breaks.
"Now he comes in and fires
enough for Reynolds, an 18year-old leukemia patient at up the team and the crowd,
Good Samaritan Hospital too. To me, it takes a special
kind of person to do what he's
here.
Reynolds has been a Lee fan done," Reynolds said.
He wasn't alone in thinking
since the burly forward
sparkled at Henry Clay High of Lee as someone special.
School here and Reynolds was The hospital staff was equally
impressed by the eact-etioitaa
a junior high pupil.
Lee- nisi sparkles for giant.
"I expected someone very
Reynolds'beloved Wildcats. A
roar from the Rupp Arena egotistical, but he was very
crowd invariably heralds his mannerly, almost shy," said
entry into a game and Davonna Kavolic, a nurse.
When Kentucky defeated
Reynolds hangs on every word
of the play-by-play with a Tennessee 68-57 in a televised
game Saturday, Reynolds was
bedside radio.
Reynolds learned of his glued to the set.
The victory assured the
illness last month, 3L•2 months
after marrying 18-year-old Wildcats of a berth in the
Sonia Hellard. Instead of Mideast Regioual of the
despairing, he fought back National Collegiate Athletic
and Lee has -become a focal Association tournament and a
shot at a fifth NCAA champoint of that fight.
The 6-foot-5, 230-pound pionship.
senior strode into Reynolds'... _It would mean alot tome if
they won it," Reynolds said,
hospital room last week.
-He looked as big as the "an awful lot."
Lee also knows how much
door - a lot bigger than I
thought he was," Reynolds his visits mean.
As he left Reynolds' room a
said. "James stayed about 45
minutes and we had a real well-wisher thanked him for
enjoyable visit. We talked taking time out from a busy
about the team, mainly. He schedule.
"This is moe import,ant than
gave me some autographed
my personal time," Lee said.
pictures."

Name-Picked
NEW YORK _(4n_—_1'be
aliment, the nation's oldest
post-season tourney, will
name its most valuable player
award after Ned Irish, the
man generally hailed as the
"father" of big-time college
basketball.
Irish, who brought national
attention to the sport when he
began promoting college
doubleheaders at the old
- Madison Square Garden in
1934, also played a major role
in
the
formation
of
professional basketball as it is
known today.
The semifinals and finals of
the 41st NIT will be played at
Madison SquaPe Garden on
March 19-21.

At last—
copies with a
difference
you can see

Copies from our new,
low-cost 695 Dry Copier are
something else They re
rich blac.) Solids are
completely titled Some say
they look as it they ye been
printed See for yourself, no
obligation Call us

116 NORTH 7TH
HAYFIELD
247-5912

Re-Opening
*Thursday, March 2*

Sue & Charlie's
Restaurant
SERVING THOSE FAMOUS
FISH DINNERS
Open 1 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Highway
68 8 80
At Aurora
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Here's How

By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsteatures

"

What._happens when you've
that could prove to the Internal
Revenue Service that you've invested large nuns of cash in
the house you want to sell at a
profit' You cannot really appease the IRS without them if
you are trying to close the gap
between the selling price of ,
your old house and the buying
pric of a new one.
- One widow was caught in this
, dilemma when she decided to
sell her home at a handsothe
' profit.

replacement of a septic tank,
had been in excess of $800:- wall
paneling in a recreation room
added up to $1,700. Three years
s_cw:taseboard -heating system had been installed
for $;1400 extending to include a,
small bedr5cirri ackptiori Whib
65.000.
With little troubfesind a good
memory, she ticked off about
- S20,000-All of the tradespeople were
still, in business and their
records available, so she would
have little difficulty in getting
duplicate bills.
As for the small items, she
planned to list purchases that
might be remembered with
prices and then ask the store to)
-amtbenticate them_ _She could
remember certain things- tar
paper for the roof that had
been restored; several bundles
61 new shingles that were re- •
(mired, plus nails. It all added
up.

cps;
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Here's the Answer ffifi

—

otherwise finish the cornice before you put it up. ,

rAirs.-* est '

_

40•K"

as•••••La.ca.

Q. In taking off paint with
a putty knife after first using a
pail remover, I have found
that there. is' little danger of
Liirgging into the wood if the
ty knife is held almost horizon-- tally. I thought you might want
to pass this on to your readers.

wall. Wall anchors will hold the
cornice indefinitely, whereas if
you use nails or screws, they
will work ,loose after a time.
The only exception to this is if

F.

BUILDING

CENTER

is

FLOOR P AN

through the wallboard or plaster into the studs. Also, paint or

higher than the window. Be
sure to make pattern markings
on the wood before you do any
cutting. You can do this by
making a pattern of heavy paper and cardboard, laying It on
the wuodan&siirking eround
the outside edges of it. Be sure
to use the proper fasteners for
attaching the cornice to the

TREAS

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
"If you were having a house
built to order, which would be
your ifeferences In each of the
following cases?"
That question was the opening sentence in a recent column
that gave readers 10 situations
in which they might have to
make choices, with the assumption that there would be no cost
differences whatever their selections. The thousands of replies made it evident that most
persona have decided opinions
on what does or does not belong
in a home. Presumably, the responders mostly were homeowners or prospective purchasers or, at the least, people who
plan on owning houses some
time in the future.
At the Sharpstown Senior
High School in Houston, Tex.,
Mrs. Sandra'Wilson, who teaches a housing and home furnishings class, decided to use the
column as the subject of a
class discussion. The 21 students in the class were asked to

the nails or screws go directly

Q-.•=ain you -glee me-any
tips about budding a wood
cornice on top of one of oor
!Windows? _thaite_a jigsaw_for
cutting out a curved pattern at
the bottom part of the cornice. A.- Make the cornice a few
inches wider than the window. if ,
the window is narrow and you
want it to appear wider. If the
window is wide but. short, 47.
tach the cornice a few inches

CENTER•Tii SATVINT STORE*

a

HOUSE A41 A

it is necessary to retain the
bills..
• Bills can be saved without too
much confusion in a drawer, a
shopping bag, a filing cabinet
or a bin.
If you own a house, it is essential that you maintain good
books and records. The best
thing you can purchase after
buying a house is a good household ledger in which to enter•
your expenditures as the years
go by.

She knew her husband had
-tiored leeetpted bills and--^s
--ttsuatr chap:mai of-old-ehecks.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatores
putting
Q. - I expect to
the up some 4-hy-8 hard.rd.pariz
ets_in the near future. the- last
time I did this, about 10 years
ago, I had a problem making
accurate cuts for the electrical
outlets. Is there any simple
way to do this?
A.- The easiest way is to
---stte-coutd-go- with--this-system' •
chalk the outlet box, then press
of recollection and backtrackthe panel against it exactly the
ing how many big bills they
way in which the panel will fihad paid.
nally be installed. You now
New pipes in the old house
have the outline of thebox and
had cost more than $1,500; the
can cut out the opening.

ON THE 4'

satisfy an income tax inquiry
and then throw them away,
even the check - or they misplace them. This is especially
true of some young home-

Many Units, homeowners
may require the assistance of
lawyers in sorting out expenditures. But the lawyers
e the entire bur
t
den. The owner must assemble
bills and receipts that will be
needed by• the Internal Revenue. Lawyers can provide
guidelines in suggesting other
costs ponnected with the purchase of the house and so on all of which may be counted as
a house cost. But it is up to the
client to have records handy.
ds are often discarded
.
Recqr
because people .cio_not4ike to
clutter their homes with them.
They save them long enough to

She had never known otherwise.
- 'Her lawyer made alrOod suggestion. Sit down and think
back to everything you've done
to llielxiuse since you bought it
- the big items that would add
up. After that, think about miess
hard-Wake-.
• stoma- dcior -lea& and
like. Thee see whether the
proprietors of the establishments would look up old
records and supply duplicate
bills.
_- _She was amazed_ at how far

y

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

A Household Ledger Can Prevent Headaches

Come by and see Mis area's most
beautiful kitchens. Let es give you a tree
."
2 • estimate
on the cost oil WIT kitchen.
pCuP AND f•vt
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=
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A. - Thanks. You are correct. It is jest as important to
be sure that you Scrape only
with a putty knife that has a
dull blade.

*
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A huge fireplace open on
reproduction with nine rooms.
two sides ServiCes the "best"
Mrs. Boyer says the hou,se is
or living room and another
1642 style in front and 1977 in
combination living room and
back and on the roof. Ceilings
are • lined with open beams family room.
The fireplace also has hooks
salvaged from a church and
an old barn. Gunstock posfs "for hanging pots and extends
upstairs to the maiter
are evident throughout. On the
bedroom. The chimney, which
first floor, the wide pine board
contains 7-thousand bricks, is
flooring is shiplapped to avoid
a 21-sided reproduction of the
gaps when,the wood dries.
original. In the basement, a
The asphalt shingle roof is
among the modern building furnace operates on wood,
Materials used in construction coal or Oil.
Mrs. Boyer, who designed
of the Witch House reproduction. Mr. Boyer says he chose the interior, says other 1977
touches include a ,spacious
asphalt shingles because they
combine durability with good Colonial-styled kitchen loaded
looks. Though made of mod- with modern conveniences, a
ern materials, the rustic two-ear garage and two and a
aspect of the three-dimen- half baths. -sional asphalt shingles adds
The Boyers bre so proud of
the look of authenticity in the their handiwork that they may
entire appearance of the strik- rent out their house and make
ing reproduction of the Witch
the Hollis version of the Witch
House.
House their home

Lang's handbook, "Practical
Home Repairs," available by
sending $1.50 to this newspaper
at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. 07888.)
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subjects discussed hi Andy
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will select those with traditional details. Is the next crop of
homeowners going to change
that practice?

SHOPPE

a

TollFree Murray No.

from

to be able to look into the future to see whether those 14
youngsters really buy houses
with contemporary appearances. Most architects. and
builders will tell you that, given
a choice between two houses
with identical floor plans but
different exteriors, most people

'FIREPLACE

!

=
r.

The question that brought the
both groups
closest vote
Was: "Would you'ether have a
large living roomTand a small
dining room or a medium living

students made a different selection, they preferred a contemporary exterior to a traditional
one by 14 to 8, whereas the
overall readership chose a traditional design, 71 percent to 29
percent. It would be interesting

Look at Windows
From a NewAngle

ats-'

Tress Now Has A

Seventy-six percent of the readers in general preferred a family room to a dining room if
they could have only one of
them. While the youngsters also
preferxed a family room, their
vote was 18 to 1.

room and a medium dining
room?" The general readership
selected the large living room
by a narrow margin -50.1 percent to 49.9. So did the youngsters - 11 for it and 9 for two
medium-sized rooms, a result
that would have been a dead
heat with a single changed
preference.
In the one example where the

THE 'FARMHOUSE' styling of this home eliminates the
Next time you redecorate beige that serve to relate a
MISS YOUR PAM
traditional exterior design of split-level homes. The dominant
home, take a look out- • home to its environment
your
Q.- I have read that.asphalt _
hose oM
Moodhors
feature of the front elevation of Phan HA10211Y 4s the gabled
:AM& ,thiluneur_a hank received their who
-1
_iside"..14tuiCailher
roof shingles can be applied..
seond floor roof facing the street- The first level offers t2112hsaw4ollvorid
color
also
can
earthtone
some
autoclothes,
in
colors
over old asphalt shingles, but
ionable
square feet of habitable space and the upper level has 1,004
osay of The Warm Lodger
we have an old roof with wood._
mobiles and home furnish- be used to coordinate the roof
square feet. For more information, write to York & Schenke,
en shingles. Now we are thinkTinos by WO p.a. lisadayArchitects,-enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope--.-at,
ings, there are fashionable with the siding colors.
ing about putting an asphalt
226 Seventh'St., Garden City,-N.Y. 11530.
colors in house exteriors.
ialor.Pridoy or by 3:1111p.
th addition to color and
roof over it. Can this be done?
days ire wiped to sal 744•M‘
A. - Yes. When reroofing
-Although still dominant as a depth, asphalt shingles offer
over -wood shingles; loasa_or_
siding-color in traditional and-- additional benefits. In most. booms 545 p. a.aid4 p.m.
protruding nails must be reColonial homes, white is no cases, these shingles can be
Mostary-friday, or MO p.a.
moved and missing nails reth,e automatic choice It applied over the old roofing
longer
4 p. a.Salwrisgs, to imam
aid
placed. Loose shingles should
used to be. Increasingly pop- -Material; eliminating the cost
&Ivory of she aisoropapor. Calls
be renailed, while badly warpof .a jearoff. Designed to last
lobknatural
muted,
are
ular
ed shingles should be split and
wad be *cod*•p.s. ashing.--colors thafaerve to blend up to 25 years; multi-layered
the segments nailed down.
-. or 4 p.m. Won*, to
a home with its surroundings. asphalt shingles require only
Where old • es are badly
minimal maintenance.
spowaNaa dofiwary.
curled or turned a the buns, a'
:The same is true in roofing.
feathering strip nailed along
away from
is
trend
The
the hod edges. wilj._provis_
---At-thelsame-time,-the year- traditionat cattails:- Since a roofsmooth surface .for neer ----For years'people have been'
looking thrdugh their win- .ly cost of heating and cooling must protect your home for a
shingles and a solid nailing
dows. Now, they are begin- a home is reduced, the owner good many years and is highly
base. The appearance of the
ning to look at them. With the of a snug,well-insulated -house visible, especiblly if it has
roof at the eaves and rakes can
Tired ofpaying those
high cost of electricity., fuel enjoys. the same- indoor corn- steep slopes, it should :be
be improved by installing 1as-well
inch by 4-inch or I-inch - by 4- - nil or gas, it's easylosee why. fort-winter,and summer.
appearance
high heating bills?
for
chosen
inch wood strips at the. eaves
A home that requires less as durability. _
,Experts say that after a
and rakes after removal of sufhouse hns been fully insulated, heat' to maintain adeattnte
-Within- the---coltirAIWUriltri
ficient old wood shingles to
as mtich as 30 pereetii-Of 11-e-- ---CoinfOrt-riv-efiTheiause of
Stop in fr.discuss your
make room for the strips. Pro-.
iees can be proper insidation-aud,the use of asphalt shingles is a new
heat
remaining
Tection Of the strips should be
fireplace or woodstove
blamed on ill-fitting, poorly of wood windows with in- generation of rustic shadet
the same as that of the old
weatherstripped windows and sulating glass cah be equipped that offer variety in roofing
wood shingles. This procedure
needs with us.
Wel -designed o rs
with a smaller capacity fur- design and texture. will result in better alignment
and built re- , nace. This lowers the cost of
These three-dimensional
of the new shingles, better nailplacement windows are-- the- :heating equipment When the asphalt shingles can produce a
ing and added wind resistance.
We have a BURIWIfiG desire
Use of suitable drip edges and - best solution to excessive heat old model'need§ to be replac- bold, rugged look to virtually
eaves flashing strips are equalany roof desidgn. and-are
ToSs-. PrecisiOn:rnade wood ed.
to please
_
ly important steps in reroofing.
A snug home that's easier to available in a wide range of
windows with factory-installed weatherstripping and heat will also be economical popular earthtone. shades,
( When and how to reroof are
either separate storm sash or to cool.
-such as browns, buffs and
included in Andy Lang's bookThe - same insulation and
double-pane insulating glass,
let, "Roofing Guide," along
two panes of glass with an in- wood windows with insulating
with an asphalt shingle color
sulating air space between._ _glass that keep heat inside in,
guide. The booklet can be obBedbugs can survive for a
ofter Arceattant-7protection winter can, be iustas.ettirient
•tained by sending 36 cents-and
in keepingheat outside in . year without a meal if necesagainst wasteful heat loss.
a long, STAMPED, self-adsary, while waiting for a warmdressed envelope to Know-How,
In a fully-Insulated house. summer.
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
Stqck wood windows are blooded victim. While _their
this combination can save an
11743. Questions of general inadditional 30- percent a the -available in a variety of styles bites are painful, the sting of
Olympic Plaza
terest will be answered in the
remaining heat loss and lower at local" window distributors, their Latin Amelican relative,
column, but individual corre42071
Ky.
Murray,
the
kissing
is
bug,
753-4150
excruciating,
a homeowner's fuel costs by lumber dealer& or building
spondence cannot be underand the disease it carries,
an equal amount
stores.
supply
•
taken.)
known as Chagas, can be fatal.

• In the 16th and 17th centiries, thousands of people in
England, Scotland, France,
Germany, Spain and elsewhere were burned, hanged or
drowned as witches. Yet the
THE iKSET
one place that fires the imagination as the capital of
witch hunts is the village of
le An angled island on two levels one for work, the other serving as a
Salem,
Massachusetts.
snack bar , gives this large 19 by III, kitchen flair Double-bowl sink
In the six months between
in corner a ith raised planter area behind it and beamed ceiling adds
March and September of 1692,
a distinct lye touch
: am
reports James Duncan
A world of creative kitchen,, designed with a flair, just like this one
Phillips in his book,"Salem in
pictured here. awatts you in -My Dream Kitchen Portfolio - You'll
the Seventeenth Century,"
save time. worry and money when you work with a professional
nineteen persons were hanged
kitchen planner by reading the hundredi of ideas and tips included in
on Gallows Hill in Salem, an
2the Portfoli6 Just fill out and mail the coupon below
81-year-old man was pressed
to death, a dog was executed
and More than one hundred
people were jailed. Other people were condemned, but the
executions never carried out.
Although inquests, hearings
and trials associated with
witchcraft were held in many
5
..
nearby-towns and villages, the
Witch House in Salem reID
W1
mains a symbol of the peras
secution
associated with
WA
/\
im
. _ . .,
witch hunts. This is where the
t.
•
pzeliminary hearings for
soi
some 200 accused persons
maim
ac
e•
were held. They took place in
ows
Judge Jonathan Corwin's
..k'
um chambers, upstairs.
Most people who visit the
•01•1•01.40
Witch House thaw days are
pair A 10f1 ...ti •• SK we ,•oo. P.m., 1313 Poplar-Benton
I
fascinated by the drama that
WI
•
took place -there in 1692.
lee
For Nancy and Leonard
us
Boyer, however, the enchant.11
ment of the Witch House lies
in its architecture and in- the
fine craftsmanship that went
into its construction,Originalbsuilt hi 1542, the Witch
=
- later restored. -was
7.1
After numerous trips to the
••
original hotise in,Salem, the
Boyers decided to reproduce
•11
it in Hollis, New Hampshire,
t•J
Toll Frio For MI Foor Bldg. Moods
nett to their own home. Mr.
cc
Boyer, a kuilder, took mental
•
▪ TAEAS BUILDING VIITEPTIII SAMMY STORE*
notes, durffig his visits.%
The resulLis a massive,
five-gabled, 3336-square foot
41111110--

Si .P.:;1;111[4:ZiTCNIEN

of the general readership voted
for one bathroom in the master
bedroom. The high school
youngsters made the same
lehoice, but by a vote of 19 to 0
(two did not vote on this issue.

Bolder Home Exteriors
Begin With the Top ,

Enchanted Pair Conjur
Duplicate Witch House
-1-

state their preferences.
How did their replies differ
from the rest of the answers?
In nine instances, the same
choices- were made, but the
percentages were considerably
different in a few of them. For
example, to the question
"Would you prefer one bathroom in the master bedroom
and one outside it or two bathrooms outside it'," 80 percent

Ws bays al kinds of siootrloal mods boladlag
*Osaka' boom by Mt *Costal Nosh and latoroomos by Buis II Usual
*Mimes *Bathroom hulles wiSh maa-mado marble tops *Needs sad *All
Mom Praia*

Why Such A Large Inventory?

"We Kfarst.Thur Business!"•

ljoue

photo courtssy Bosion Globe

This witch house reproduction of the original in Salem,
Mass., is across the bordf r in Hollis, New Hampshire. Its
owners say it's 1642 stle r. front and 1977 iii hack and on
the roof. The three-dimenslonal asphalt shingles impart a
rustic look that enhances the entire appearance of the
Witch House reproduction
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tSoundfest 78' Termed
Success By Manager

FTC Takes Aim At Cereal Heroes
- —

WASHINGTON

the federal government is
ready to take on Tony the
Tiger, Cap'n Crunch and other
heroes of commercials for
sugar-coated cereals.
The clash between the
Federal Trade Commission
and television advertising
aimed at children is being
joined today as the FTC takes
up staff proposals to sharply
curtail such ads.
the commission has before
it proposals to :
—Ban all television advertising directed at "very
young" children.
— End advertisements
aimed at children under age 12
for sugared products likely to

cause tooth decay.

to be taken" against corn-Uts for
mert
sugar contents aimed at
young children.
The average American child
watches 20,000 television ^
commercials a year and sees.
more ads for sugared foods
than for any other product.
The staff, in recommending
that all TV ads aimed at very
young audiences be banned,•
the 30-second comsaid
mercial is the most effective
device yet invented for implanting any relatively simple
idea in a child's mind...."
The staff report said many
young children can't differentiate between a TV
program and its commercials
and fail to understand that the

advertising directed at
children below that age for
other sugared products be
balanced by dental and
nutritional messages.
Such controls are some time
off, however. The staff
that the
recommended
commission hold hearings on
its proposals, a procedure that
could take months.
And legal appeals from the
cereal and briaatesting
industries, which have been
preparing legal defenses,
could further delay the effect
of commission action.
Commission Chairman
Michael Pertschuk has said he
is "convinced some action has

advertisements are not part of a result of petitions to the FTC
• by t
.
non-profit -groups, p
theentertaininent.
Children's
for
Millions of advertising. _.Action
dollars are at stake. The Television and the Center for
of Science in the Public Interest.
Bureau
Television
In a related development,
Advertising says 1977 adChildren's
for
vertising expenditures in two Action
product categories most likely Television has asked the
to be seriously affected by any Federal Communications
FTC action totaled $487 Commission to ban all advertising from children's _TV
million.
•••
The industry group could shows. The -FCC in 1974
provide no breakdown for rejected a similar petition
children's advertising but from the Boston-based group.
Either federal commission
reported that confectionary
'DROPPED — Nicaragua,
and soft drinks accounted for could act on its own to control
now
ruled by Anastasio
$315 million in advertising advertising aimed at children.
Somoza, Jr., above, is the
both
sales.
Cereals,
In New Guinea, there are only country in the world to
unand
presweetened
sweetened, accounted for $172 nearly 700 bird species. in- be dropped from the list of
cluding 42 different birds of military aid recipients in next
million.
year's budget.
The staff proposals came as paradise.

DISCHIT DREG CENTERS

CONTAC CAPSULES

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-8304
STORE 9-9 DAILY
HOURS 1-6 SUNDAY

40's
-

TARIM
,,0141/11 CRAY

7 Oz.
REG.$1.59

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

REG.
$2.49
TAMPONS

4244)04REUEF

CONTAC

OFF

10's
REG.
82.09

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

SAY-RITE'S
SAYE 81.11 LOWPRICE

flJJORIDE

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM

.._,soundies71,"ke_44e—sraith --sthc1—tie hopes the'
annual fund-raising aort
elation can buy some of the old
WKMS-FM Radio at Murray syndicated radio shows such State University, has been as "The Shadow" and "Fibber
termed a "great success" by McGee -and Molly." Other
station manager Bruce Smith. plans are to acquire a
Listeners pledged more children's series, some new
than $2,500 during the nine- classical music programs,
day campaign Feb. 4-12 — and new records to expand the
about 167 per cent . of the station's record libraries.
oripal goal of $1,500, he said.
"We couldn't be happier
Donated funds will be used
to expand and upgrade the with the outcome et'Soundest
noncommercial 78," nith continued. "We
station's
service, which consists of raised-. more money than
and
received
classical, jazz, bluegrass, and expected
letters
and
rock music, in addition to numerous
news and public ,affairs. The telephone calls from suptax-deductible contributions porters of the station who
will be used to buy records and complimented us on our public
radio service."
syndicated programs.

*REGULAR
*SUPER

SAYE
816

I
78c

NEG.

$1.54
PALMOLIVE
RAPID SHAVE

POLISENT

NOW!
ONLY

25• OFF
*SHAMPOO 8 Oz. REG.$3.00
REG.
$1.60

REG.
$1.21

WILKINSON
BONDED 5'S

ULTRA BRITE TOOTHPASTE

4.3 OZ. 12. OFF

ultra brite

MTN FREE BLADE

*FINISHING RINSE 8 Oz. REG.$3.00
*LIQUID PROTEIN 4 Oz. REG.$3.50

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
SURE ANTI-PERSPIRANT
8 Oz
*REGULAR
•IMISCENTEI

CASHMERE
REG. BOUQUET
$1.18

40's
REG. $1.89

$228
EACH

*PROTEIN RE-MOISTURIZING CREAM 2 Oz. REG. $2.50

996

IMRE
SUMMER

The
beCh,DSLO,

BUY POWDER

3.9 OZ. REG.$1.33

8.5 OZ.

'IferfteCresong

CHAP STICK

LIPSTICK

LIP BALM

REG.
$2.25

*REGULAR
*GRAPE
REG. Or

SAY-RITE'S
LOW lac
PRICE v
NOT ONLY DO WE HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES IN THIS AREA
ON FILM PROCESSING,
BUT MORE IMPORTANT. . .
SAY-RITE ALSO GIVES YOU TWO PRINTS OF EACH NEGATIVE

LIP
QUENCHER

SPECIAL BONUS
MAIL IN UM
52 00 REBATE ON GILLETTE
ATRA RAZOR OFPER MTH
COUPON ON THIS PACKAGE

FREE BRACELET
OFFER BY MAIL
$

1

SUMMER'S
EVE

REG.
92.11

SAY-RITE'S
LOW
PRICE
$128 SAY-RITE'S a8c
LOW PRICE i•

3
LILT

ALKA-SELTZER PLUS
COLD MEDICINE

PERMANENT
*SPECIAL
*BODY WAVE

REG.$2.59

5.5 OZ.
REG. 91.49

NEG. $1.53

$156

IN OTHER WORDS,ONE SET OF PRINTS FREE
Offer Good On These Sizes Only
C110-12
C110-20

GILLETTE

SCOPE MOUTHWASH

C126-12
C126-20

TRAC II
9 CARTRIDGES

40 Oz. REG.$4.39

456 OFF
$258

Dispowir

WITH FREE CRICKET LIGHTER
REG.$2.80

Now

First
in
Price

FREE SERVICES OF SAN-RITE DISCOUNT PUARMACY
(Home of everyday low prices and a Special)
107. Discount to Senior Citizens 60 & over)
FREE: Family Prescription Records
FREE: Tax Records
FREE: Itemized Insurance Receipts and
Statements
FREE: Location of Misplaced Refill
Prescriptions
FREE: Public Assistance Prescriptions
FREE: Prompt, courteous, persotial service

. .because we care
•
I
4444

,

1 1
I1

.44111
11

't.t.

'UMW •

I

I
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. Notice

2. Notice

2 Notice
WATK1N'

LINE

..c5o7rn.

.217
"%ones
13th., phone 753-3128.

-

NOTICE
All dogs must be vaccinated, licensed and
tagged in city limits. All owners responsible for dogs will be charged. Please
keep your pets tied or in pen.
Thank You,
Your Dog Warden

Public Notice
Poplar Springs announces the completion of its
new Educational-Building,- therefore the old
Poplar Springs Church Building is for sale. Invitation to bid 'May be mailed to Danny Phillips,
Route 6, Box 350, Murray,Kentucky 42071, Phone
753-5033. Property will be opened for inspection
upon request and will be opened on Saturday,
March 4th, 1978. At that time bids will be accepted until 11a10 am. For furtherinfofitialial
call 753-4698 or 753-4001.

'‘anSouth

All
types
of
Recreational Vehicles.
Held at the Paducah
Moll.
February 27
thru Mardi 5

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.
laimis
"Gropefrvit Pill" will, Medea
plan 1110111 convenient then
grapefruits - ter satisfying
end lose weight. leg*
Dreg.

Crossword Puzzler
er to Nloriday' Puzzle

ACROSS

s

A Ls
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seed
1 Soft food
A
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TAMP MIM2 Anger
box
E T`A
.
13
R -11 N'
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'3
9 Cfiurttr
S rE L
Elif
4
Pasteboards
bench
"
SIEN M LS
5 Be borne
12 Macaw
IL ikI R 11111
6 Paid.
13 Metped
ID
RES
notices
ETANA
14 aefore
. .
7 Symbol for rA L
EAN
STO:P
15 Firecrackers
tellurium
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17 Long8 Instruct
continued
,E D I
HER oF,Dillirrt
9 Gem
practice
SER
NE A RARA___i
Vflit
of
10
19 Rise and. .
DE
1-4 A_I4 E SM
-ener6y
fall of
it Tiny
27 i-issiie
39 African
ocean
rook
- 16 Assistant
tree
20 Mark left18 Transaction 30 Overflowed 40 Pronoun
by wound
20 Look
21 Lean-tos
41 Measvre
31 Decorated
fixedly
23 Bogged
of weight
33 Go by
21 Europea
down- „
42 Sainte
water
22 Long26. Ex isterd _
labbr
legged
27 Freshet
34 Apothecary's 43
Period.of
bird
28 Teutonic
weight
time
• 23 Mastsdeity
44 Free of
24 Weird..
36 Stumbles29 Sea eagle
47 Senior
37 Following
25 Falls in
30 Portion
fabbr
second
drops
31 Prefix
three
4
5
6
i 1
1
2
3
9
10
7
I
32 Note of
scale
33 Extra .
a
111111.11111
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grasP
35 Involves
as-a23 111
24 ill
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28
37 Attempts
31
Irritate
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32
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35
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III
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15 Articles For Sale

6 Help Wanted

2 Notice

-FREE
CAMPER
SHOW

-

3Ir

BIBLE FACTS - tton't
put oft antil toniorrowr
what you should have
done yesterday! Start
serving God today!
James gi:14 says, "For
rwhat is life! It is even a
vapour, that appeareth
for a little time, and then
vanisheth away." For
Bible study, individual
or by phone call. 753-098i.
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays
and regular dispiay;'
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
'submitted by 12 noon
the day' before
publication.
5 Lost Ana rouna
LOST IN CENTER Ridge
area, female German
Sheperd. Answers to
name of Smoky. Childs
pet. Call 436-5651.
FOUND 2 HUBCAPS.
Can have it identified and pay for ad. Call 7533102.
6 Help Wanted
SMALL ENGINE
mechanic. Permanent
position.. Fringe
benefits:-Paid vacation.
Apply in own handwriting, P.O. Box 32 A.
TEACHER NEEDS
babysitter in my home
for one year -old girl.
Call after 4 p. m. 7534820.' ' •
OPPORTUNITY in sales
and management with
real future for ambitious
people. Could be part
time. Call 759-1370.

Sales
Position
available in Cosmetics
at

Bright'sFringe benefits. Apply
in person Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday between 10:30
a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

'e

II FIREWOOD FOR SALE,
$16.50 and up. Call 437-

I
IUSER QUEEN is
looking for someone to
train as a swing shift
manager. Work will
alternate between day
and night shifts. Must
be 18 years old oro
older. Prefer someone
with past fast food experience. No phone
calls. Apply in -person
only.,Do not apply between hours of 11 a. m.2 p.m.

MAN'S DIAMOND RING,
1 carat..man's diaincind
35 point. Call 759-1231.
$3.55 BOYS ALL OF THIS
1 • Iodise Need Posey
1 • liberty Mehl
1 • Moffat* Masi
1 • Large Peen my.
1 - VW 1143 Posey
- W B. Posies
Doleee4120
1 Woodoe IMO
1 • D Mist Poesy 25 vs.
1- IOU 5 Posey(sec)
1 - Rere 1540-0 Seed
Doti Peony
1 - Met Posey • 25 yrs.
Mos Fres twe 1111
Mos Our Frei Gift
Mos Our free
Seed $3.55 eitiertle.
dg
li t
Pestep
to:
JIM DeNNI NO CO.
%in 3, Pim 814 eimrsomt Mops
knee.

MN

26.

310 710,
Radio

38 Pets

Supplies

43 Real Estatz

ZENITH SPRING SALE.

ONE ENGLLSHASetter, 8

A REAL BUY and easy to

$539.95 with trade in. All
TV's reduced. Sissons
can 611110 you money.
Sissons Zenith Highway
94_19 miles West of
Murray. Call 382-2174.
Our prices are the
lowest

One Pointer,7 years old,
close hunter. Both
males. Call 435-4525.

bedroom brick has been
vfell maintained. Indudes den, built-in
decorative- bar between
dining room and _kitchen, built-in storage in
utility room 10 x 10
workshop and only 5
minutes from town. For
private showing, Call
JOBS
LORETTA
REALTORS at 753-1492.

27. Mobile Home Sales
/
2 baths, 3
1971 12 x 65 11
bedroom. unfurnished.
Call 753-9570.
1971 LANCER MOBILE
home, 12,- X 60, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, large
living room and kitchen.
Partially furnished, new
carpet. Real good
cqndition. Call 527-9183.

PINDOBERMAN
SCHER, 13 weeks. Sell
cheap. Call after 3:30
753-5949.

=TM
To Buy-See Us
To Sell-List
With Us

FULTON
YOUNG
REALTY
753-7333
Forest Shoulders 7-8071

BIG HOUSE an the
Prairie... a great home
for a family wanting lots
of' space. This bi-level
brick has 4 bedrooms,
41,2 baths, dining roof*,
family room plus a
finished basement, 2 car
garage, _ approximately
5500 sq. ft. Allthis plus 8
acres. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors today for
further information on
-this-rtrint-farrn.151F-1492.

FABRIC.. STORE EIRMOINIE
(imam Thomas 7534274
TWO TRAILERS and 4
MANAGER - Beautiful USED SINGER Sewing
acres of land. Call 437needlewoman
new
machine, zig zag and all
4484•
68 ACRES located east of
fabric store soon to open
regular attachments. .
Tn. - on
- Puryear,
-444-41W-CeFitral Shopping - Fully--guaranteed, Sows blacktop road. This can
Center has an opening
perfect. Full cash price, 197512 X 65, TWO
bedroom, 2 bath, all
for a local manager.
be bought for less than
$39.50. Payments may
electric, central heat
Should have retail
$600.00 per acre. About
be arranged. Call
Purdom & Thurman
and air, fully carpeted,
background and ,be
Martha Hopper, 35455 acres are tendable.
& Real Estate
Insurance
unfurnished, like new.
knowldgeable of
Nearly 75 per cent of the
8619.
Southsid• Court Square
See at Riviera Ct, or call
home
fabrics and
farm has good barb wire
Murray, Neater*
753-3280 before 5 p.m.
sewing. Apply in person- HOUSE DF Thousandsin
fencing. - John
C.
Fox Meadows on South
753-4451
next to ('me' Central
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
ummimmommis
16th St. Now In Stock.
LUXUR.y MOBILE
_Twig. _Theatre, - Wed-Main St, 753-0101 - 753Minervi
home: Oneof a kind. 14 x
7531.
nesday, March 1st, 8 a. .Colifinbra
BUILDING
LOTS-We
Orlon
acrylic
yarns
in
4
20
living
room.
Master
m.-7 p. rn., Mr. John
have listed Several
worsted weight?,
bedroom -12x24. Bath
Lewis.
choice building lots,
sports weight, also baby
and half. Washer,dryer,
wooded and unwooded.
and fingering weight.
stove and refrigerator.
EXPERIENCED
Three of these lots are in
Many pattern books and
Three bedrooms, utility
waitress. Apply in
Riverwood Subdivision
leaflets. Over 30 designs
room, 2 large carpeted
person Trenholms,
at.the Southern- edge of
•'••
-in- painted- latch hook
porches, gas heat.-Chestnut.
South 12th at Sycamore
town. Price reduced and
canvas. Complete color
central air, all new
TELEPHONE 753.1061
owner wants offer.
line of pre-cut or skein
carpeting. Call Riviera
KOPPERUD
Phone
rug yarn. All types
Cts., 753-4812.
PLEASE
DON'T
HEAP WANTED
REALTY, 753-1222 for
embroidery
and
SQUEEZE
THE...
kids
BUNSEN QUEEN needs
1977' VILLAGE NtQw1LE
all your Real Estate
needlepoint. Complete
into cramped quarters.
full and part time emNeeds.
hofne, 12 x 48T- At
line of accessories for all
IdeLlly arranged to
ployees, male and
electric. Occupied only 3
Needlearts. 15 per cenf
-provide privacy for your'
female to work day
YOU'LL GET back to the
months. Call 753-9603
Senior Citizen discount.
large family. Large
and night shifts. Must
basics of life it- you
after 5 p. m.
'
Also professional
living room, family
be 18 years old or
this remodeled
purchase
monogramming done by
room, walk -out
29. Mobile Home Rentals
older. No phone c
country home and 40
Eva.Phone 753-385.5.
• basement with private
MOBILE HOME spaces
acres with lovely landApply in person only.
patio. 4 bedrooms, 2
19 Farm Equipment
for families. Coach
scaped surroundings
Do not apply- between
baths, 12 closets and
Fox
and
Estates
VAIN BINS, Early
and 5 ponds in wooded
hours of 11 a. m.-2 p.m.
many tether
conMeadows, South -16th, . veinces. Call
Order 'Sale. Order now
setting. Sevetal out753-3855.
take delivery- next
buildings, fenced area
LORETTA- . J(113S
summer. We offer -the
for horses, Pine forest
REALTORS,
753-1492,
best bins at lowest cost. MOBILE HOMES and
with walking and riding
for an appointment to
mobile home spaces for
Agri-Products, 753-3000
trails meandering to a
see
this
quality
built
rent, at Riviera Courts.
or 753-9920.
beautiful 1 are lake
home.
Call 753-3280.
surrounded Or wooded
WEST KY. GRAIN
31 Want To Rent
hillsides. You'll not see
HANDLING' Equip®KOPPERUD.
picture this
another
14. Want To Buy
WANTED-air
cured
ment-bins, buckets
pretty in this area.
REALTY
tobbacco
base.
Call
753REGULAR size baby bed elevators, farm fan
Phone us today at
0148.
"For Reol Service
and small chest, prefer dryers. Call 1-382-2126
KOPPERUD REALTY,
In
Real
Estate"
32
maple. Call 489-2678.
Apartments For Rent
at night 1-345-2437 or 1are
We
753-1222
711 Main 753-1222
247-0558.
fastest
FIVE ROOM APARTMurray's
GOOD USED MOBILE
22 Musical
MENT in Murray with
growing realty.
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
LOCATED SIX miles
garage
and appliances
WILL TEACH piano
southeast
15. Articles For Sale
of
New
furnished. $125 per
lessons. . Call Karen
Concgd, 185 acres. This
753-5447
month.
Call
WOOD FOR SALE, will
Coles, 759-1977.
The Pbone
property has many
after 5:30 p. m.
.
deliver. Call 437-4617.
Number
In
23 Exterminating
potentials,
from far34 Houses For Rent
ming to development.
WORLD BOOK
Child
OUSE FOR RENT Good
road access
Craft. Sales
repFREE
1702 Farmer. Three
maintained by the
For All Your
resentative wanted. Call
Termite /
bedroom, 2 baths, imcounty. Call John
Mrs. Copes, 1-898-7877
Real
Estate Needs
mediate
occupancy.
Call
Neubauer or check with
Inspection
after 5 p.m. L-13.
collect
404-457-3075
for
Is
our
office
John
C.
Certified ey IPA
Awed Costly Norm Illoomirs
details.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St. 753-0101 or 753FOR SALE
36 For Rent Or lease
7531.
Kelly's Termite

fp

- Murray

759-1707

YOU NEED THIS
MORE THAN I DO

55 Gallon
Drums
Thornton
Tile
it Marble
612S,gth

BEETLE BAILEY

GO OW!
60 WTI/

60 WAY
001?

0241,
4 g'
\
"
iyo

.:"
SA-TV.".1 17

r-

EL,

cOND-r-lAh.k."

lam

OlpiabL
i
ki

?. ,0
.1!7

EED

AT DO '
"Cu DO

EDO

)

MA,TRE

,

").

33

.Antenna's and Rotors
at wholesale prices
We are fully insured
for installation.

TV Service
2 28

Center

THE PHANTOM

Central

I
4a.

CAA c) rAiE ROARiNG
f

Pf

44
A

4

lisoaches,Sliver FL41.
and Shrubs

!..1
,
111
:
141
77
1

26 TV Radio
WANTED SOMEONE to
take up small monthly
payment on consble
stereo. AM-FM stereo,
player-recqrdcr.
tape
See at and B MusicMagnavox, Murray, 7537575.

38 Pets Supplies
AMERICAN ESKIMO
Spits puppies. Call 5542153. Paducah.
AKC REGISTERED
German
Shepherd
puppies. Solid white and
solid_ black. Call 5542153. Paducah.
MALE MINIATURE
schnauzer puppies. AKC
registered, ready to go.
$75. Call 436-5353!

QUALITY
527-1468 7519625

After Hours
759-1716

REALTY

C0.1 MOO

HILL BROTHERS SHOES
Now accepting applications for full
time and part time employment at our
new location at 628 Central Shopping
Center. Please apply Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday,9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Equal Opportunity Employer

•

Believe It
Yes, It's True!

Shopping Center
753-009

PIECE bedroom
suite, Simmons 'mattress and box springs,
$125. Also 2 piece living
room suite, 1 year old.
Call 753-7523,

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE
Extremely well-built home on quite street near
the university. This 3 bedroom, 2 bath quality
home features central heat and air, large rooms,
spacious 2 car garage, abundant storage areas,
beautiful decor _and landscaping. Owner wants
fast sale so phone us today,ptce in low 40's.

THREE

'WAVER JOE 's,,,

r

100 South 13th St..,
Phone 753-3914

The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors

r N. Poplar-Senlor

T.Y.
TOWERS

21i.>

ff

Nome owed es4 opormod moo le
yours. Do mu sip my mooed mid Mb
I. fieshed

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

ON A LIVE-BAIT 1
•- BARGE /

•
. J

TWO TWIN BEDS, $30
each. Can 753-8361.
BOYS- 1241 bicycle with
training. wheels in extra
good shape, $16.00. Want
to buy boys 16" bicycle
in good shape. Call 4892510.

,rzr
'1,6U

ctx

\

,

,

1111,

AsiO4
!kikfrt". "114
V' •
de`•
1-18
ILONDIE

0.0

0 c

FLUFFY SOFT and
bright are carpets
. cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
Western
shampooer
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."

Pest Control

\

ELECTRIC HEATER-,
4,000 watt -four stack
Matthews,834.94.,Yiallin
Hardware;Perko.

KOPPFRUD
REALTY RI
Ph. 753-1222

711 Main

George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7132
Harry Patterns 492-8302 III Itepperad 753-1222
751-4900
as

C347 loth Amalie.SW.,ilea.. Cal.
fOok Colarl

Curtis Mathes,
is the only TV Manufactured with
enough quality built in, to give their
customers a...
Full Four-YearWarranty
We Service What We Sell

TV Service Center
Central Shopping Centex 753-5865
.
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43 Real Estate
LOOKING

FOR

that

this spring? Look no
further! Located in
lovely
Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our
office for further
details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.

112 ACRES_ with 41p-..
mile blacktop highway frontage for sale. Phone

KoOpEguaREALTY,
753-1222.

Guy Spann Realty
"Your key People
In Real Estate753-7724
401 Sycamore
Mornay, Ky.

BY OWNER - A very
attractive home,3 large
/
2 baths,
bedrooms, 11
large kitchen, attached
garage,floored attic, all
carpet, custom drapes,
central heat and 'air,
lot, fenced
large
backyard, mid-30's
Meadow Green Acres.
Call 753-3732 or 702-6970.

FOURREDROOM home
and 20 acres, Frame
home in lovely wooded
area
with
approximately 10 acres
tendable. Good location
8 _miles northwest of
Murray. For more information pflone A CAREFUL BUYER'S
DREAM. Ideal for
KOPPERUD REALTY,
- - 7534222 Wbare working - Retired Couple or
Beginner's Home. This
hard to provide the best
sharp 2 bedroom brick
possible serviCe to you.
veneer in excellent
condition. Electric heat,
throughout,
carpeted
_draperies included.
Paved driveway, carport. In the 20's. Call or
come by 105 N. 12th,
Boyd Majors Real
°Estate,753-8080.

WILSON

feloy Gantry Living? Thee
take look it ties 3 bedroom,
11
/
2 betb • bum located 4
an from
proximately 3
tan eit 121 S. Otber feateres
Wird, large lot, coated beet
and air. Storm Aims mid 11114
does, hos time $40,11111.
Ili Ames - Cempletely tested .111 most moss-feaced,
12 emu testable. Nat eel,
stock bora, tobacco he... &
ben. Lasted ea Tucker
Crerimed Reed.

753-3263 Anytime

Waldrop Realty
"In Business
Since ?956"
753-5646 "
46 Homes For Sale
THREE MDR,I7 on
South 13th Street. With 1
acre. of land, garage
behind house. Call 7538541.

0% %arena
3-20-78
Ploortil and rowdy. Up to 12. 24. Also bare otylo, officer,-retteps,mobile home ed-ress, end patios, or U-BURD, pre-cut completely ready
to assemble up to 24 60. buy the best for less.

31E IFIE EMb

46 Homes For Sale
• SAux,011Y OWNER
Douse and 3.3..acres, 2

U

Modern-2 bedroom fully
carpeled with fireplace.
Built-in appliances. Lots
of cabinets and closets.
overlooking
Patio
private lake. Barn
suitable for horse or
pony, plus outside
storage building and
shop. All on beautifully
wooded
landscaped
acres. Priced low 40's
Cal&,7534060.
47 Motorcyfles

a

a

6
a

YCL 125 HONDA, 1975.
Knobby tires, high pipe.
Set up for trail riding.
$350. Call 759-1735.
1974 YAMAHA BT 250,
excellent condition. Call
436-5664.
48 Automotive Service
BARGAIN: CAR batteries, Willard brand, 2
'year guarantee, $20.99;
3 years guarantee,
$24.99; 4 year guarantee, $26.36; 5 year
guarantee, $30•99; 5
year
guarantee,
maintenance free,
$34.99. Wallin Hardware,PIM.
49 Used Cars & Trucks

2-28

01978 OAS Failure Sibicie [nc

"V4.1H`•( ALL 'THI5 F4,55 OVER THE
PANAMA CANAL? 1T'S"ONLY WATER:"
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 AUDI, 4 door, 23,000
miles. Automatic, air
power
condition,
steering and brakes,
AM-FM radio. Excellent
condition. Call 753-7320
after 6 p.m.

1978 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham. Loaded,
miles. List,
4,000
$8400.00 Call 753-8764.

1975 FORD LTD Landau.
Two door, automatic
power ,brakes, -power
steering and air, AMFM stereo radio. Power
trunk and rear defrost.
36,000 miles. Call 7531287 or 759-1926.

1373 MERCURY Montego
Brougham. $1850. Call
7534158.

1970 MONTE CARLO,
good condition. Call 753.6281.

1968 FORD GALAXIE,
automatic, power
steering, 302 V-fr motir.
Good gas mileage,.
Ashley, wood stove
1,711 FORD COURIER,5
speed. One owner. Call-'- without jacket. Call 436. 2204.
753-2329.

1976 MONTE CARLO,
AM-FM,8 track, priced
to sell. Call 753-3414.

FREE
28 MILE
DELIVERY
7534984

ATTENTION BUSINESSES
. .
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own,PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access.

Cali 753-3744 days
or 753-7618 nights

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 FORD -COURIER
pickup. Automatic, low
mileage. Call 474-2789 or
474-2257.

Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money? -

51. Services Offered
51 Services Offered
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
WATCH AND CLOCK
dry7--wert--.001nPrete
repairing. Ali work
guaranteed. Call or
guaranteed. logi Riviera
write Morgan Con.
Ct. Call 759-1231.
structieetoCa.; Route 2,.
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
LICENSED ELEC42001. Phone day or
TRICIAN prompt efnight 442-7026.
ficient service. No job
•
too small. Call Ernest
INSULATION BLOWN in
White, 753-0605.
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
can.
bills. Call Sears 753-2310 PIANO TUNING- I
best
the
get
you
help
for free estimates.
out of the years of
playing experience. Just_
GUTTERING BY Sears,
call me at 753-382.
Sears Continuous gutters installed per your
WILL HAUL driveway
specifications. . Call
rock,- lime, sand and
Sears 753-2310 for free
decorative rock. Also
estimates.
grain hauling'available.
tail Roger Hudson, 753THAT
CHANGE
4545 or 753-6763.
damaged carport to a
addition.
specious
FENCE SALES at Sears
Remodeling, repairs, now. Call Sears 753-2310
aluminum siding, for free estimates for
roofing, aluminum
your needs.
_
awnings. Call 437-4338.
FOR INSULATION
needs. Call Jackson
Purchase Insulation,
759-1820.

1971 WHITE Gold Duster.
AutOinatic with black
interior. $300. Days call
475X5844775X74017

HAVIN6 TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs -doneThen call 753-6614. -

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales alui service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

1974 -GREMLIN X, 6
cylinder, air conditioned, automatic.
Luggage rack. Call after
5,753-6816.

PAINTING, INTERIOR,
1971_ MUSTANG, 6.
exterior. Also dry wall cylinder, - automatic
finishing. 10 years extransmission, power
perience. Call 436-2563,
steering. Red black roof.
Ralph Worley.
Good condition. $1150.
Call 759-1735.
FOR YOUR septic_ tank _
and backhoe work
1970 FORD VAN needs. Also septic tank
customized, 40,000
cleaning. Call John
miles, automatic shift,
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
SHARP. Call 753-6328.
436-5348.
$2500.00. •
ALL TYPES backhoe and
50 Campers
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
experience..
. years
- Ir
e
:‘
9641%
Licensed-tlirough trealtlif
11001
%
.*
CAMPS
Department. Call Rex'
IWe'
- Camp, 753-5933.- •

4

MI Travel r?
Trailers

'me Off
'SO" off
1570 Pop-Ups
awl Campers 'SON on
This apphes to all Campers
purchasedbefore4.143.

The only cure for Cabin Fever
I. the outdoors and the best
way to enjoy the oittdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Our
special prices make this
remedy easy to take.
Bank financink available.

SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Retidential and
commercial. Rex Camp
753-5933. BABYSITTING young
children in my home
Monday-Friday 6:30
a.m.-5 p.m. Hourly,
daily or weekly. Experienced. Call 753-5672.

White's Camper Soles

Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement attic and garage and putting them up for sale.

2. How cay you save money?
AnsAoia can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad departhient of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of March to sell all those items
you have gathered together.

3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of March. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for March you will
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.

4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
A/ No changes will be made in copy.
v,Paid days will run first
ifVo rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. Days
Paid
3
6
9

No.Days
Free
1
2
3
a.

_

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY.There is no way you can lose if you seN the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
sectiorrof the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
•
of advertising you decide to do.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:.
Call 75*3-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.

Illgiwy 94 lee 4 olls. t,

Ibirm.

Cy. 7$141105

51 Semites Offered
MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPINGsealing, patching
stripping. For free
estimates call 753-1537.
GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-3544951
or, 1-362-4895.
KERBY - New, rebuilt
starting at $45.00.
Complete Service. Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-3316.

WIRING
ELECTRIC
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
b.

Chain SawAnd
Lawnmower
Sales and Service
Eastside Small
Engine Repair
Nigher 541..s
7S3-0400

Hornbutkle's Barber Shop
0101 WEEKDAYS
Noe.-Wed. 8-1
'House
°Hospital
CLOSED 011 THURSDAYS
Cans
CO/IS
Fri. S Sat I-2:30
*Hair Cuts *Shaves
209'Walnut Street. • •

Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 and night appointments.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN *and gas inwill do
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

Have You Been

SNOWBOUND?
We Haven't! I
Take A look at the mood Sale him

January 1,1978
Can You Imagine What We
Will Do When The

I

SUN SHINES!!

T16 %awl Spring &Wag Season Is Jest Ahead.
The boo* Show - ear Sales Staff Bea Sell.
law are some if ow *arrest listiap with ear
.1011111...--318 N. 7th Street - A little paint & cleaning up
will put this 5 room home in top shape. Good size
rooms. Convenient to school - walking distance to
downtown.Priced Low to Go.
Commercially zoned....This lot hal x 3Sp on S.
4th Street - 50' building set-back. No restriction
on building width.091y $10,900. Call today.
Hiy.121 at Cal1oay,jap County Line-This
3 bedroom brick*
extras and priced
to sell $39,000.
New 51'x24' Auto Clean Upop. Heated and insulated, two 10 x 10 overhead doors,floor drains,
paneled office and bath. 2 acres of land only
$15,500.
Stella Cleanup 4119pruldpar 121 W. 4 Overhead'
doors. Owner wi111Ufdl.tbrillider
1
lease.$32,000.
Gatesboro 4 or A.Jfebrompirri lAvel.2/
1
2 bath. B.
V. Central gas OBILJUIsidic air. In 50's.

417.9th Street-

large lot,conby today. Only

veniently locat
$21,900.

Brick, 2 bedrooms, large kitchen, den, attached
_garage, new carpet. 1 acre wooded lot. Hwy.94 W.in Lynn Grove. ACT FAST!!! Only $31,903.

INSULATION
No Shortage
BLOWN
(ror Atha)
FOAM
(for Walls)

5 Room frame, large kitchen, lots of cabinets.
Stable for stock, smoke house. Level 1 acre lot.
Located on Bethel Cburch Road. Only $14,580.
_
Fairview Acres: This klaaths, 3 bedrooms B. V.
home on a 150A1-11111a6lsra great buy. So See It
Today Only 10131b-.'

Material and equipment
immediately
available for-dealers.

Located in Cantedeizill lifillroom, 2 bath B. V.
Home central gasilbdileiNfctric air. Priced at
$50000.

CHENOWETH
INSULATION CO. •
Call Colkd
642-8512
-105less Ms
Pais, II

AUTO CLEAN-UP, intenor and- exterior.
$25.00. For appointment
call 753-1917 between 10
a.m. and 1 p.m. ask for
Terry.
INCOME TAX and
bookkeeping
service.
Graduate accountant,
with tax experience.
Call 527-8332 after 3:30
p.m.
D
AND
J
CONTRACTORS, building,
remodeling, repairs,
aluminum siding,
roofing. From Hoe
smallest to the most
complete job. Call 4374338.
CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.
WILL RUN ERRANDS or
provide transportation.
.Call 753-4590 for information.

RENT RINSENVAC
No other "de-h-yeerseN"
metlm4 demos carpets as...
OSA 35 pound portable powerhouse does all the work

gouteo
nfs,
trilVY
noesTand vacuums

deep down dirt and
grime In a single sweep:
.0
1

ECONOMICALLY
cleans the way
professionals do-at
a fraction of the cost
IYOU SAVE UP TO/,
s2s.no PER ROOM)

South 9th Street - •i 11
/
2 bath, B. V.
home, •• •
_
11 central electric air.
,
,
• Air Shopping Center.'
Reduced to$3.7,500.
307 N. 17th Street - Ideal for retired couple or
beginner's home. This sharp 2 bedroom B.V. in
excellent condition. Electric heat, carpeted
throughout, draperies included. Paved
driveway,carport. In the 20's.
In Lovely Canterbury - Loaded with Quality! 2
bedrooms, 2 baths, entry hall, formal dining
room, fireplace inside den:
.Large swimming
pool, enclosed screened patio.
This Hazel hmellpailpst been reduced. 4
bedroom, 11
/
2 am1libviV Call today for an appointment.
400 N. 7th Street +
is a do it yourself
and also a
th 3 bedrooms and 1
bath.Priced tosell$7,000.
1616 Kirkwood - nearly new 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
B. V.; loaded with quality. Den with fireplace,
formal dining rOW)oltrtlic tiled kitchen floor
& counter topsUallelectric heat pump &
air. $47,900.00.
Deck Drive in lovely Westwood Bi-level 4
bedroom, denTnylevel,fireplace, bar.
Beautifully w
,900.00.
Better Hurry -This Won't Last. . . 4 bedroom,
aluminum siding home. Entry hall, large living,
dining room, ample closet space. Located on 1
acre lot off 641 North. Only $21,900.
519 South 13th
all appliances.

2 bedroom,
SMIAndowclean
price of $17,900.
t 90 feet of frontage.
Kirksey Lot a
Ideal building gitta e price of 1,500.

12th and Chestn
Walking
tersection. W

nunercial lot in city.
rsity in the busiest inor lease.

Attractive 2 or 3 bedroom home. Electric heat,
wall•to-wall carpeting. Wooded 1 acre lot, commercially zoned. Only $29,900.
7 Room brick,3 bedrooms,2 baths, big den,large
kitchen is dinette, central heat & air. Excellent
location... only $34,900.

Some of the above properties sold within
24 hours. So if you want

Fast Action
Now

but for sly $12.00 day

111-Air heir Stirs
11•441 40w 153-3142

SUPER BUY
You won't find a better buy anywhere than this 3
bedroom how on /
1
2 acre in Kdrkeey. Has low
maintainance metal siding electric wall heat,air
conditioner, draperies, carpet and garage. As a
bonus the range and refrigerator are included.
Low-Low reduced price of $17,000.
40

Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 sitilmvoitre•t Phone 75J.7724

53 Feed And Seed
STRAW FOR SALE.
_Minimum 10 bales. Call
£53-1287
54. Free Column
SEVERAL ADULT cies,
male or female. Will
make barn cats. Call
437-4224.
:FREE
TWO
part
shepherd puppies. 7
months old Very healthy
and will,,make nice pets.
•••• Call 753-2540.

Then Call & List Your Nome With

105 N. 17% Street

753-11080

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH

Barbara Erwin 163-41311
Avdra Needy 133-11031
Bonier
7113-75111
a

Warren Shropshire 7B3-1277
B. B. leek 753-23IP
Beebe@ lletvly113-9•21
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Laetrile Backers May Attempt
To Spur Vote In Senate Today
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Supporters of a bill to legalize the-reputed
cancer drug Laetrile in Kentucky were
expected to make another attempt
today to-bring therneasure to a Senate
vote after losing the latest round.
Laetrile proponents encoutered yet
another in a series of obstacles in the
Legislature Monday when they failed to
pry the bill from the Senate Rules - The Senate passed a watered-down
version ot a personal privacy bill that is
Committee. That panel later voted to
recommit the measure to the Judiciary- aimed at broadening a person's right of
privacy and giving him greater access
Statutes Committee — where chances
to personal records.
for passage are not considered good.
The House passed, after Considerable
Because of apparent questions of the
debate, a measure to cut off payments
- measure's - constitutiorfrility, the
through the Aid to Families with
Judiciary-Statutes Committee
Dependent -Children program to
originally was assigned the bill when it
families which have an unemployed
reached the Senate after passing the
male in the home.
House 79-14 a month ago.
In other legislative action Monday:
But the bill was recommited to
Health and Welfare, which reported it
—A major element of the governor's
task force on education recomout favorably.
The House, meantime, met in a
mendations was .stalled in the House
lengthy afternoon and evening session
Education Committee after state
-and passed -Me:satires including One --SU
-per rTitentTent of Public Instruction
aimed at giving young drivers who
James Graham raised several obhave perfect driving records for at least
jections. The legislation would mandate
two years the right to be considered the
an evaluative testing program scatsame as adults in obtaining automobile
tered over four grades and would
insurance.
provide for remedial instruction in

frankfort
roundup

deficient basic skills.
—The Senate, after some debate,
voted in favor of allowing optometrists
to use drugs on patients' eyes despite
strong opposition from opthalmologists
and their supporters.
—Backers of a proposed automobile
title law that is designed to please
everyone exeept car thieves scheduled
a news conference today to give the
measure a boost. Supporters include
Attorney General Robert Stephens.
—Sen. Kelthetti Gibson, DMadisonville, said he has asked coal
operators to help amend strip mine
legislation to meet their objections,
adding that the Agriculture and
Natural Resources Committee, which
he chairs, does not have time to give the
matter proper study.
—Two Capitol sources • told The
Associated Press Monday that Gov.
Julian Carroll's administration is
considering restoring about $6 million
of the $7.5 million cut from the budget
for commonwealth and county
prosecutors. The prosecutors requested
$23.8 million for the next two years, but
Carroll had cut that to about $16
million.

•Hubbard To Address
Murray Rotary Club
WASHINPTON, D. C.—U. S. R.
Carroll-H(D-Ky.r will speait to the Murray Rotary Club at their 12:10
p.m. meeting on Thursday, March 23,
at the Murray Women's Club Building
_
in Murray.
Congressman Hubbard will bring a
report of what has occurred during the
95th Congress. His comments will also
touch on several legislative meters
facing Congress in the next few months.

READY FOR GENERAL DRIVE — A group of workers with the Four Rivers
Council of Boy Scouts of America are pictured in a kick-off meeting today
in Murray. The general fund drive for Boy Scouts begins today and extends
through March 10, according to drive chairman Charles Walston. An advanced Scout gifts drive chaired by Ed Shinners, is also continuing. Locally,
the Boy Scouts program has an $8,000 goal this year. Pictured above(from
left) are: James Hannon (back to camera), Keith Hein, Adam tanning, Keith
Haycl and Bill Presson. Twenty team captains wete named for the drive
today. Each of the drive captains will have five workers.

Congress Hubbard, now in his second
term representing Kentucky's First
Congressional District, is a Rotarian
and former president of the Mayfield
Rotary Club.
The legislator was chosen as one of
three "Outstanding Men of Kentucky"
in 1968 and was selected by the Kentucky Young Democrats as "Outstanding Young Democrat Legislator"
in 1972. Hubbard serves as an Associate
Whip in the 95th Congress.

UMW Officials Will Publicize
Contract With Ad Campaign

WASHINGTON (AP) — 'United Mine
After the meeting, the group
met with some criticism.
Workeraofficials, conceding they face .411apersed for home
to-explain the pact----- The head of an association --ata batile in.winning ratificatioit_ota con- _At:the rank and fils—Tba-rati
ficatieet--eealfield clinics termed the praposai-aw
tract to end the 85-day coal strike, say
vote is expected to be held Saturday disaster as far as the clinics are conthey're prepared to spend an estimated
and Sunday.
cerned."
$40,000 airing television commercials
Fsselstyn and UMW Vice President,, "I can think of nothing worse than
promoting the pact.
Sam Church predicted the contract 'Aitting health care in the hands of
And Johnny Paycheck, whose ---would
Featured speakers at the
Funeral services for Les W. City,from 1951 until the spring , of supervisors
be ratified.
private carriers and doing away with
of the Graves
Wednesday United Ministry, country songs are popular on coal
Murdock gf Farmington Route of 1977. When operating at full County
"I think it will go over well," said
the lgT‘t,,. tienafiLds," said Don
Conservation
country
radio stations, has been
luncheon ..will be Ms. Carol
One will be held Wednesday at capacity, the faciltiy was the
Church, who presided over the meeting
Conwell.
District,and a former school
one p.m. at the chapel of home of 67 children who were teacher.
Julian and ,Dr. Anita Lawson enlisted to make radio advertisements
in place of union President Arnold He was a graduate of
if
leaders
decide his name would be
the Byrn Funeral Home, not able to remain with their
—"Many of thee- clinics, such as the
Miller.
Murray State College in the who will give a - presentation helpful.
Mayfield, with Bro. William families.
entitled
"Community
Miller,
Study
in
whose
leadership
ones in eastern Kentucky and southern
has.,
come
has
class of 1932.
Paycheck's latest record, ironically,
Hardison and Bro. Waylon
under strong attack within the
West Virginia, provide the only health
The deceased served as
He was a member of thelkll Action: The Role of the is titled "Take This Job and Shove It,"
Lawrence officiating. Burial president of the West Ken- City
said he spent the day continuing
care available in theira areas,
Church of Christ and-the- League of Women Voters in It was the No. 38-selling single in the
will rollow in the- Bell City tucky Telephone Cooperative
negotiatkins on a contract coverinPernwhiltrae6
tragedy."
ivi
Mayfield Rotary Club. He also Murray'''.
;
Both women are members- nation last week, according to Variety, about 30,000 mine construction
Cemetery
from its formation in 1951 until served on the board of
local presidents of the
the
entertainmen
t
trade
weekly.
• Friends may call at the he resigned due to ill health in
workers.
union's District 6, covering parts of
directors of the West Ken; of the Murray Chapter of the
The half-dozen television comfuneral home.
. League and recently worked
Those negotiations remain a potential
'
Ohio and West Virginia, met and voted
July 1976. He continued to tucky Youth Camp.
Mr. Murdock, ag4 70, died serve as a trustee of the
on the "Know Your Com- mercials and the radio spots are
obstacle to reopening the mines. Even
informally to reject the contract. The
Mr. Murdock is survived by munity" committee which planned for broadcast beginning
Sunday at 9:25 p.m. at organization.
if miners ratify the main agreement
vote has no effect on the ratification
He was also a
two daughters, Mrs. Martha studied and reported on values Wednesday on nine television stations
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. former chairman
with the Bituminous Coal Operators
process, but may be an indication of
of the board
Pritchard and Mrs. Annie and valuables in the Murray. and 50 radio stations in 10 states.
His wife, Mary, died in May
Association, it is unlikely miners would
local sentiment.
The commercials reflect the union
1977. He was the founder and
Farris, Farmington Route community.
cross a picket line set up by striking
The strike, which began Dee. 6, has
•
operator of the Paradise
One; one son, Ben Murdock,
Chairwoman of that com- leadership's concern over persuading
construction workers.
forced power cutbacks in some areas
Humboldt, Tn.; two step matte, Ms. Julian earned her striking minersto ratify the contract
Friendly Home for Children.
"We've never crossed a picket line
and has resulted in scattered job
located at his home near Bell
daughters, Mrs. •Louella
A.- degree --in Political , and resume mining coal.
before," said' District President
layoffs.
Nervous officials say they are
Dowdle, Memphis; Tn., and Science
at
Marshall
Tommy Gaston.
counting on a "silent majority" to
Some violence by striking miners has
Mrs.
University
Huntington.
David
in
Tarkington,
W.
West
A UMW official saia the union and the
The funeral for Mrs. John E.
ratify the proposed agreement with the
been reported. On Monday, Alabama
American Bituminous Contractors
(Rubie Spann) Smith will be Memphis, Ark.; three step Va., and has lived in Murray Bituminous
Coal
Operators
ktate police dispersed some 75 to 100
Association still were working on
held Wednesday at ten a. ni.._at sons, Billy Cole Poyner, since 1974. Dr. Lawson has Association.
union miners who threw rocks and shot
Mayfield, Joe W. Poyner, been a member of the English
resolving "two or three" differences.
the chapel of the Max ChurThe tentative contract calls for
guns in an attempt to prevent a nonDepartment faculty since 1969
Millington,
Meanwhile,
Th.,-Van
Hal
a
nd
the
executives
of
BCOA
chill Funeral Home with
maximum wage hikes of $2.40 an hour
union mine near Brockwood, Ala.,from
member companies met to review the
The Rev. Willie Johnson, Rev. Ralph Stockwell of- Poyner, Memphis, Tn.; two and is second vice president and
provides guaranteed health and
League
reopening. The mine remained closed.
for
Women
the
brothers, Willie Murdock,
of
proposed contract, which was accepted
former minister of the Flint ficiating.
pension benefits.
Voters organization.
The deepening effect of the strike led
last Friday under the threat of strong
Baptist Church near Almo
Pallbearers will be Bob Murray Route Seven, and
But it also calls for the miners to pay
the Carter administration to gradually
luncheon
The
program
lasts
Parvin
Murdock,
Farmington
government
intervention
to
impose
Heights, died this morning at Mast,
a
Stockwell,
Lee
froM 1230 to 120 p.m. and is a deductible amount for health care
abandon its policy of "nonsettlement.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Nathaniel
Rowe, Mike Route One; nine grandAsked whether the coal operators
intervention" in labor disputes.
children:
eight
step grand- open to anyone who wishes to that has been free, includes companyHe was 70 years of age and Brothers, Al Jarvis, and Bob
attend. Call 753-3531 for fur- run medical plans for most active
were angered by the contract,
Labor Secretary Ray Marshall was
now residing at Wingo...
Rodriquez. Burial will follow children.
miners and allows companies to fire
information.
association President Joseph P.
ther
personally involved as a mediator in
Survivors include his wife, in the Coles Camp Ground
wildcat strike leaders.
Brennan said, "I'm still here. There's
the talks, and President Carter brought
Mrs. Ruble Johnson, Wingo; Cemetery.
"Any time you have changes yoi
no blood on my blue suit."
negotiators to the White House at one
one daughter, Mrs. Larry
Friends may call at the
have problems," said UMW Secretary.
Ratification by the coal operators is
point to encourage them to settle.
Stubblefield, funeral home.
Dortha
Treasurer Willard Esselstyn as the
regarded as a foregone conclusion,
When they didn't, and the union later
Murray'
one son, David
Mrs. Smith, age 59, was
union embarked on its complicated
although it is unlikely it will be anwon agreement with an independent
Jackson, Wingo,
pronounced dead on arrival at
ratification process. Prices of stock of local interest at noon
nounced before the union's rank and file
company, the administration brought
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
The funeral will be held 1:55 a. m. Monday at the
Union leader called 'about 250 UMW
membership votes.
pressure on the coal operators to accept
Tunes by First of Michigan, Corp., of
County
Murray-Calloway
Thursday at two p. m. at the
members together for an explanation of
Murray,are as follows:
Despite the optimism of the union's
the single-company agreement as a
The
funeral
for
Mrs.
Lurline
chapel of the J. H. Churchill Hospital after having been
leadership, the contract already has
pattern.
L. Pierce, widow of Paul Heublein Inc
z6L.. -ka the proposed contract.
Funeral Home with the Rev. stricken ill at her home on
McDonalds Corp.
44S
Pierce,
was
held
this
morning
151.
Ponderosa Systems James Tharp and the Rev. Murray Route Eight. She was
ADVIIMUMEMT
Clark
43% -4
a member of the Kingdom at 10:30 at the chapel of the J. Kimberly
Steven Cobb officiating.
Union Carbide
381. -%
H.
Churchill
Funeral
Home
W. R. Grace
244 -4
Active pallbearers will be Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses.
Texaco
251% ia
Survivors include her with the Rev. Buzz Rabatin General
deacons of the Flint Baptist
Electric
442,4
-44
officiating.
Burial
was
in
the
Hardees
104
.
Baptist husband, John E. Smith, and
Local
Church.
GeotIpa
Pacific
Murray
City
23N
All
Cemetery.
ministers will serve as an son, Tom Smith, Murray
Pepsico
204 unc
Serving as pallbearers were Jim Walters
27',4
honorary group. Burial will Route Eight; sister, Mrs. E.
Chicago, 111. — A free
Bill Caldwell, Frank White, Kirsch
204
.
follow in the Calvary G. Chapman, Dexter Route
Disney
324
-4
offer
of special interest
Wayne Stracener, Andy Wendys
Cemetery in Graves County. One; brother, Guy Spann,
to
those
who hear but do
Littleton,
Joe
Dalton,
Joe
Friends may call at the Murray.
Baker Littleton, Joseph Edunderstand
not
words
funeral home after one p. m.
Prices of stocks of local interest at
ward Johnson, Bumpus noon
today furnished to the Ledger & has been announced by
on Wednesday.
Braswell, Herman Lovins, Times by! M Simon Co. of Murray are
Beltone.
A
nonRudy Hall, Vernon Campbell, as follows
operating
model
of
the
Olin
Moore, and
Sal Industrial Avg
. -2.3,
smallest Beltone aid of
Matarazzo.
Airco
38'.. ...1
Inside
Products
241
. -va its kind will be given abMrs. Pierce, age 82, a Air
With Garlic Bread and '2 price on
American Motors
4 Ai solutely free
Dining
to
Final rites for K. C.Farley, resident of 1115 Circararna, Ashland Oil
anyone
MP% +4%
A. T. & T
60 4-,v. answering
this adCombination Salad (with meal)
Only
Services for, Mrs. Lola formerly of Murray, are being Murray, died Sunday at 8:25 a. Ford Motor Co
424 unc
.391. -OW vertisement.
Geurin of Murray Route Three held today at one p. m. at the m. at the Murray-Calloway Gen. Dynamiai
General
Motors
Se% -/
1
4
are being held today at 2:30 p. chapel of the J. H. Churchill County Hospital. She was a I General Ilre
True, all hearing
5.11.
IPti uric
m. at the chapel of the J. H. Funeral Home with the Rev. retired school teacher and the Goodrich
problems
are not alike..
Gulf
Oil
24', -14
Churchill Funeral Home with Jack Jones officiating and daughter of the late Dr. J. E. IBM
253'.,-% . and some cannot
be
Sheila
Duncan
as
soloist.
Lee
Lura
Pennwalt
J. Littleton and
331
. -va
. the Rev. Harold Lassiter and
Quaker Oats
201. +% helped by a hearing aid.
Serving
as
pallbearers
are
Cooper
Littleton.
the Rev. Jack Geurin ofTappan
64 talc
.16 -14 But audiologists report
ficiating. Bobbie Burkeen and Pete, Joe Pat, Dick, Oatman, She is survived by two Western Union
Zenith
Radio
13
+NI
Juanita Lee are providing the Mike, and Burnette Farley. sisters, Miss Lela Jo Littleton
that many can. So, send
Burial will follow in the
music and song service.
and Mrs. Aggie Lee Paschall,
this free model now,
for
Murray
City Cemetery.
Serving as pallbearers are
Murray, and two brothers,
wear it in the
and
Mr.
Farley,
age
54,
died
Jerry Brantley, Eddie Hale,
Wayne and John Pierce,
privacy
Friday
of your own
at
10:30 p. m. from Puryeat, Tn.
Dan Poyner, Dan Hale, Joe
injuries
sustained
in
an
home.
It
is not a real
Includes as Always
Young, and Johnny Crouch.
hearing aid, but it will
Burial will follow in the Elm automobile accident. He
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
owned an ice cream business Duplicate Bridge Club
Grove Cemetery.
show you how tiny
in
Belleville,
Mich.,
where
he
WASHINGTON,D.C. —U.S.
Mrs. Geurin, age 90, died
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Special Speakers

At UCM LUnChion

Les W. Murdock's Funeral Services To Be Wednesday

Here Wednesday

Funeral Wednesday
For Mrs. Smith

Rev. Johnson Dies

At Hospital Today

Rites Held Today

Stock Market

For Mrs. Pierce

Afraid You're
Going Deaf?

Italian Spaghetti
Special

99

Final Rites Today

Services Are Today
For Mrs. Geurin

Paglids Pizza and Italian Restaurant

For K. C. Farley

'

Super Special For Kids 1/
Spaghetti and Salad
12 Price 1

Wednesday Night

4 to 10 P.M.

Hubbard To Meet

Area Constituents

You Can't Eat This Good

uaranteed
Quick
Service

at home for 99'

a

Pagliai's Pizza
510 Main

•
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7532975

